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Abstract

A whistler wave is a Very Low R'equency (VLF) trace that obtains its
characteristics frorn dispersive propagation in the rnagnetosphere. Field
aligned ducts of enhanced plasrna density ensure the propagation from
one hemisphere to the other. The origin of these siguals is iightning
strikes that emit radiation which spans the entire spectrum with the
bulk being in the VLF band. The VLF portion can travel great dis-
tances within the Earth-ionosphere waveguide (EIWG) before penetrat-
ing through the ionosphere, and exciting a duct. The relative location,
cornpared to the duct, of those strikes that cause whistlers is unknown.

It is of interest to examine rvhere the 'rvhistlers that have been ob-
served at Tihany, Hungary, and Dunedin, Nerv Zealand, originate. This
is one tool to gain further understauding of the properties, especially
the plasrna density structure, of the ionosphere and the magnetosphere.
Therefore time series with observed whistlers frorr these stations has
been correlated with lightning data obtained from the World Wide Light-
ning Location Network (WWLLN). The results show that rvhistlers ob.
served at Tihany mainly originate from lightning in an area surrounding
the rnagnetic conjugate point which is situated in the ocean just off East
London, South Africa. This area, called the source region, has a radius
slightly less than 1000 km. Whistlers also originate frorn lightning ac-
tivity over the rest of Southern Africa and the northern parts of South
America. A clear diurnal distinction is seen in that the correlation is
rnaximized when the whistler station and the source region are covered
in darkness. This is believed to relate to the diurnal variation of the iono-
spheric profiie, which becomes more transparent to VLF waves at night.
A similar diurnal correlation pattern for Dunedin was also obtained. The
generai correlation results for Dunedin were very sporadic.

Whistier statistics for the two stations and lightning statistics for
the Tihany's magnetic conjugate point are also presented. It reveais a
general diurnal rnaxirnum in received whistlers in dark hours for Tihany
with absolute maxirnum at 1 UTC and for Dunedin, the maxitnurn occurs
in the afternoon with absolute maximum at 15 UTC. It also reveals a

seasonal maximum when the conjugate point is in the surnmer season.
The lightning statistics for Tihany's magnetic conjugate point reveals
a diurnal rnaximurn ranging from the afternoon until a couple of hours
after midnight. Something worth notir.rg is the delay between the peaks

of lightning activity and whistler registration at Tihany. The lightning
activity peaks around i8 UTC. The explanation is ouce again believed
to relate to the behavior of the ionosphere in darkness.
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Preface

The reader of this report is assumed to have a basic understanding and knowl-
edge in physics. The reader is also assumed to understand some programming,
such as the basics in any of the most common languages C++, Matlab, Java
or, as used in this report, R.

The chapters in this report can briefly be described as follows:

Chapter 1 introduces the reader to lightning in general and it describes the
theory behind the \4lorld Wide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN)
as well as introduces the reader to what whistler waves really are.

Chapter 2 goes more in depth on what the goal of this project was. It de-
scribes some more specific settings in the WWLLN and whistler receiver
stations. It also displays the methodology used when deriving the data
and results.

Chapter 3 describes pure lightning statistics derived from the WWLLN con-
cerning the Tihany magnetic conjugate point. Graphs representing sea-
sonal and diurnal variations are displayed.

Chapter 4 presents whistler statistics from the two whistler stations used in
this report, Tihany, Hungary, and Dunedin, New Zealand. Graphs rep-
resenting seasonal and diurnal variations for boih stations are presented.

Chapter 5 gives a detailed description of the correlation results obtained.
Correlation is defined mathematically and correlation methodology is
discussed. The results are presented with extensive graphs and a dis-
cussion concerning the resuits and the validity of the results is made.

Chapter 6 presents the conclusions made from this project. It also outlines
some future research suggestions.





Abbreviations

ATD : Arrival Time Difference

CC : Cloud to Cloud

CG : Cloud to ground

EIWG : Ea,rth Ionosphere Waveguide

FS : Flame Size

IR : Infra Red

LIS : Lightning Imaging Sensor

LT : Local Time

MF : Medium Flequency (approximately 0.3-3 MHz)

NLDN : National Lightning Detection Network

NOAA : National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

OTD : Optical Tlansient Detector

SANAE : South African National Antarctic Expedition

TOA : Time of Arrival

TOGA : Time of Group Arrival

TRMM : Tlopical Rainfall Measuring Mission

TS : Time Slice

TW : Time Window

UTC : Universal Time Coordiuated

VLF : Very Low Flequency (approximately 3-30 kHz)

WWLLN : World Wide Lightning Location Network
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1 Introduction

The best way out is always through.

-Robert Flost

1.1 Lightning

The occurrence of lightning and thunderstorms are due to a number of factors.
The Sun plays the most significant role along with additional geographical
features that strongly a^ffect whether or not a storm is to be created in a
region. The Sun is heating air over ground, this results in the warm air rising
due to decreased density compared to colder air above and around, for example
over suuounding water such as an ocean. This warm air contains moisture
that is turned into ice with decreased temperatures. When this takes place

there is a charge separation due to the relative motion of water and ice within
the forming cloud. Finally the electrical field exceeds the resistivity in the
surrounding medium (air) and a channel of current i.e. lightning is formed to
neutralize the field.

The charge separation within the cloud takes the form of a negative base

and a positive top [6]. This in turn a,ffects the surrounding environment with,
for example, a slight charge separation in the very ground, which then turns
slightly positive around the surface and more negative further down. Hav-
ing this complex separation of charges mearls that there are many types of
lightning that cau occur. The most common to public knowledge are the so

called cloud-to.ground flashes or CG's. The most common lightning in terms
of numbers, however, are cloud-to-cloud lightning or CC's. A snapshot of a
CC lightning flash is presented in Figure 1.1. CC's outnumber CG's in general

with a ratio of approximately 6:1 in a thunderstorm [4]. Close to the equator
this number might be even greater, however it drops off closer to the poles [4].
The reason for this is because the cumulonimbus clouds can extend to greater
altitudes close to the equator due to the higher altitude (approximately 15 km)
where the tropopause is found [6]. The altitude of the tropopause decreases

the closer to the poles you go. In general, cumulonimbus clouds cannot extend
above the tropopause which acts as a roof for the clouds [6]. This means that
lightning is actually more dangerous the further away from the equator you
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go since there is a greater possibility that a liglrtning flash will actually strike
down to the ground instead of staying within the cloud. However, lightning
as a general phenomenon is rvay more common around the equator due to
temperature and moisture conditions.

Figure 1.1: Most lightning flashes are cloud-to-cloud. CC's. Picture obtained
from NOAA

A lightning flash consists of several strikes. When a CG lightning flash
occurs there is first a build-up of the lightning within the cloud due to small
local differences in charge distribution in the area where the lightning origi-
nates. This initial strike will then grow and extend down toward the ground
due to the major electrical field that it "feels". After reaching a significant
distance, another strike is originated fiom the ground itself. When these two
strikes meet we have a complete strike that carries current within itself. It
is the strike that originates from the ground that is of most interest when it
cornes to locating the lightning flash in terms of position. Several stlikes will
then use the same channel. Different strikes can have different strengths of
the current within the same flash, and the individual strikes can last different
lengths of time. The current in a strike is in the kA-range, and the length is

in the ps-range. Different lightning location networks use different strikes to
register a lightning flash. This is due to the fact that different strikes do not
radiate identical electromagnetic waves. This is of no significance as long as

the cornplete system of receivers is operating on the same band [1]. Lightning
strikes are in general generating electromagnetic waves ranging from a few Hz
all the way up to, and ivell beyond, optical frequencies [2].

There are, of course, many different kinds of lightning. Positively charged
lightning from the top layer of a cumulonimbus cloud can reach the ground
far aside from the base of the cloud, and this lightning is generally very strong

[6]. Sprites are an example of an event related with ordinary lightning. A
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sprite is a discharge that originates from the top positively charged layer of a
cloud and reaches all the way up to the ionosphere. They can be 100 km long
and 10 km wide, i.e. they are shaped as a cone [6].

Lightning exists all over the world. Figure 1.2 presents the global distribu-
tion of lightning. Lightning is most prevalent in the equatorial region which is
due to the high insolation. The lightning density is also higher over land then
over ocean, which depends on land being heated faster than the ocean which
in turn heats the air over land leading to convection, cloud formation, and
consequently, lightning, as discussed above. Rrrthermore, lightning is in gen-

eral most prevalent in the late afternoons on a diurnal basis since the heating
of the ground reaches its maximum when the insolation equals the outgoing
Infra-Red (IR) radiation. The sarne argument can be applied on a seasonal
level which makes lightning most prevalent in late summer and the beginning
of fall.

ry
0l 04 14 5 20 70

Figure 1.2: Distribution of global lightning. Image derived from data gener-

ated by LIS during 1997-2002 and OTD during 7995-2002, LIS is a part of
TRMM. Image obtained from [7]

All these factors combined make lightning strikes being a very complex
phenomenon. It is therefore very hard to construct a lightning sensor system
that can observe each and every flash. The World Wide Lightning Location
Network (WWLLN) described below has a goal of catching 50% of. all CG
flashes in the future [3].

L.2 World Wide Lightning Location Network

The World Wide Lightning Location Network (pronounced "woollen" ) is a
system developed during the last decade to detect lightning strikes on a global
coverage basis. Currently the system consists of 30 stations spread a,round
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the world [5]. The system is desigued to detect the signature of strikes in
the Very Lorv Eequency (VLF) band, rvhich suffer from very lou' attenuation
rvhen plopagating from the point of origin. This is dr.te to the fact that VLF
signals propagate in the Earth-iorrosphere rvave guide (EIWG), rvhich is found
between the ionosphele and the ground. This allorvs the signals to travel
thousands of kilometers.

However, a drawback using the VLF portion of the r.vave and one reason

that this has not been implemented earlier is that the rvave-front is smeared
out into a wave-train, or spheric. rvith no clear front or' "starting-point" rvhen
propagating in the EI\\rG. This creates a systematic erlor if using a threshold
amplitude for registratiorr since the amplitrrde is inversely dependent on dis-
tance from origin [1]. That makes it hard to detect the beginning of the wave
and thus the Time of Arriral (TOA) which gives the Arrival Time Difference
(ATD) in combination rvith other station's measurements, which in turn gives

the location of the lightning strike.
Therefore other, mostly commercial, lightning detection systerls have his-

torically used much higher frequencies, i.e. the Nledium Fl'equency (I,IF) band
(0.3-3 NIHz) [2]. This eliminates the EIWG rvave and one is only left with the
ground-rvave with a clear and sharp wave-front, i.e. a pulse. The drawback
with this system is that these pulses suffer fi'om relatively high attenuation
when spreading, so one needs a large number of stations to collect the data.
This is expensive and sometimes unfea^sible, for example over oceans. As a
reference one can take the National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN),
Iocated in the continental USA, rvhich used a total of 106 stations in 1996 to
cover an area of approximately the size of l07km2,i.e. the USA [2]. This is a
verv large concentration conrpared to rn'hat \\TWLLN has.

There are tno solutions to the problem of registering the ATD with high
accuracy irr the VLF band. They are both based upon recording the lvhole
wave-train [1]. Tlie first one calculates the ATD by comparing the complete
wave-trains to each other. This rvorks rvell but turns out to be very bulky
since one ends up lvith a relatively large amount of data to manage. This can
be very tirne consuming and costly. The second solution is to use the Time
of Group Arrival (TOGA). Here one is coucerned rvith the rate of change
of the phase of the r,vave-train compared to its frequency at the trigger time
in the receiver [1]. Dowden et al. [1] defines the TOGA as ". .. that instant
when the regression line of phase versus frequency over a specific band has zero
slope". In other rvords, one can describe the TOGA method as a measurement
of where exactly rvithin the u'ave-train the chemge of phase rvith respect to
frequeucy is zero. This point is defined as the TOGA for a s'ave-train or
spheric. This method has the adrantage of being able to register lightning on
a world coverage basis rvith a relatively small number of stations that the VLF
band provides u'hile at the same time remain accurate in the mea.surements
which only IvIF band measlrrements could previously provide. The W\VLLN
is based upon the TOGA method.
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In order to classify a lightning discharge as legistered within the WWLLN
it needs to be registered by at least four stations independently. The reason

is pretty clear. Considering a flat world, i.e. two dimensions, one needs three
stations in order to locate the point of origin of a discharge. An easy r.vay

to look at this is to reverse the situation and assume one has three stations
which at the same time emits a radio pulse with the speed of light. In a
trvo dimensional world, these three pulses would meet simultaneously at only
one point. However, if the surface of a spherical body is consideled, i.e. the
Earth, one finds that even rvith three stations one gets two points where
the rvaves interact simultaneously. One point is correct but there will also
be another point situated on the other side of the sphere where the waves

interact simultaneously. Therefore, to eliminate this false solution, a fourth
station has to be added to obtain one and only one point of origin.

The individual M/WLLN stations ale thus only recording the TOGA of
a lightning pulse. This data is then transmitted to a central data processor
rvhere the longitude, latitude, and time of the lightning discharge are calcu-
iated rvith high precision.

Today there is no other systenr that can cornpete with the \\iWLLN in
terms of global coverage. The only realistic alternative is to use satellite
measurements, which also has been done on a number of occasions. Horvever,
satellites can only cover a limited part of the planet during a specific time
unless formations are used. No such system exists today and it is vely costly
to implement. Therefore the \VWLLN is the only feasible tool for global
liglrtning coverage today.

1.3 Whistler Waves

As previously described, a lightning strike emits electromagnetic radiation
that spans fiom a few Hz all tlie way up to and beyorrd optical frequencies
rvith the bulk of emitted energy in the VLF range [3]. As also described above
this VLF wave follows the EI\\IG. Horvever', fractions of the wave can actu-
ally, during favorable conditions, get caught by the Earth's magnetic field.
The wave might then penetlate through the rvave guide and the ionosphere
and enter the magnetosphere follorving the magnetic field lines, see Figure 1.3.

Since the magnetosphele is occupied b1' piasma. the rvave will suffer disper-
sion. This means that the rvave rvill be smeared out forming a characteristic
rvhistling tone. Hence the name: rvhistler rvave.

\\rhen the rvave has penetrated through the ionosphere into the magneto-
sphere there ale trvo options: the war,'e can follorv a duct of enhanced plasma
density which is aligned with the magnetic field lines, or take another curved
path that does not perfectll'follorv the field lines l9]. In the latter case the
wave rvill not likely be able to penetrate back through the ionosphere in the
opposite hemisphere 19]. hr the first case, the enhanced plasma density along
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Figure 1.3: Whistlers are generated when VLF signatures penetrate through
the ionosphere into the magnetosphere following a duct of enhanced plasma
density. Image obtained from [8]

the magnetic field lines defines a duct. Ducted whistlers can re-enter the
EIWG through the ionosphere.

Considering a ducted rvhistler, the magnetosphere will, due to its field
lines, lock in the wave in the duct and the wave will follow the magnetic field
lines and therefore re-enter the ionosphere and the atmosphere and reach down
to the ground in the magnetic conjugate point as seen from the origin. That
is, if there. for example, is a lightning strike at 60oS and 20oW, the wave will
re-enter at approximately 60 oN and 20 o\ /, magnetic coordinates assumed.

At very lorv latitudes the inclination of the magnetic field is not favor-
able for trapping whistlers. So even though lightning is most prevalent here,
whistlers are very rare. At medium latitudes whistlers become far more com-
rnon. Whistlers recorded in this region have the general charactelistics of
higher frequencies arriving slightly before the lower ditto. At higher lati-
tudes the whistlers will have a distinct nose-frequency. This means that after
the initial frequency a tone of both rising and descending frequencies ivill be
recorded.

What determines the specific shape of a whistler is the time spent in the
dispersive magnetosphere together with other factors such as plasma density in
the duct and strength of the magnetic field. Whistlers generated at higher lat-
itudes spend more time in the duct thus experiencing greater dispersion and
the nose'characteristic shape is formed. However, due to the sparse occur-
rences of lightning at high latitudes whistlers are fairly uncommon compared
to middle latitudes.

Once the rvhistler has entered into the magnetosphere it can also mirror
back and forth between the hemispheres, which can make it hard to distin-
guish where the whistler originates from. This is more prevalent for whistlers
generated at higher latitudes [4]. Figure 1.4 shows a typical nose-whistler
recorded at SANAE-IV in Antarctica.

Far from all lightning strikes generate detectable whistlers. The creation of
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Figure 1.4: Example of a whistler recorded at SANABIV, Anta,rctica. Since
it is recorded at relative high latitude it shows a clear nose-structure

natural existing whistlers, i.e. not manmade, are due to VLF signatures from
lightning strikes. However, the properties of the ionosphere [a] phy a signifi-
cant role, whether a wave will be able to penetrate through following a duct
of enhanced plasma density and thus form a whistler or not. This justifies the
interest in understanding the connection of lightning discha,rges and whistler
waves. It is a tool to gain further understanding of the properties, especially
the plasma density structure, of the ionosphere and the magnetosphere.
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2 The Project

2.t Goal

It is of interest to examine the spatial relationship between the regions where

whistlers are generated and where they are observed. That is, where are all
the whistlers that are being registered coming from?

Far from alt lightning strikes generate a detectable whistler wave. An
understanding of where the whistlers originate in combination with other ap-

proaches such as, for example, appropriate modeling and other theories regard-
ing the ionosphere and the magnetosphere, can lead to a better understanding
of how whistlers are generated and how they propagate in the ionosphere and

the inner magnetosphere. This, in turn, might then offer a new method for
obtaining information about the plasma density structure in the topside iono'
sphere and the magnetosphere which is otherwise difficult to measure. The
plasma density structure is of great interest and importance, for example in
regards to satellite based navigation. Summarizing this one could say that
the approach used in this study of linking received whistlers with its causative

lightning strikes can contribute toward a better understanding of the plasma

density structure in the topside ionosphere and the magnetosphere.

In accordance with this, the goal ofthis project was to generate a statistical
image of the region where the whistlers are generated for a particular whistler
station. The method of obtaining this is to analyze the correlation of recorded

lightning strikes and observed time-series of whistler waves.

The second goal after the image was complete was to examine whether or

not times exist where the correlation is stronger than other times, i.e. to search

for diurnal and seasonal differences and also, if possible, to isolate unique pairs

of whistler waves a.nd lightning strikes.

2.2 Input Raw Data Structure

The whistler data used in this report comes from two whistler stations. The
first station is situated in Tihany, Hungary, 46.89oN, 17.89"E and the second

station is located in Dunedin, New Zealand,45.52"5, 170.3oE. The lightning
data has been obtained from the WWLLN.
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The whistler data consists of large arrays of information. It is basically a
very large text file containing a list of entries which have the form of YYYYM-
MDDHHMMSS.SS whers J:y€&r1 M:month and so forth. This indicates
when a whistler was recorded at the station concerned. For example, the set

of data from Tihany, Hungary, consists of over 681000 whistler events that
were used in this project. There is one recording per row in the file where the
data is listed. A small snapshot of the whistler file from Tihany, Hungary, is

listed in Figure 2.1.

20020227 L94337.r4
200202272015i3.11
20020227201513.12
20020228005948.16
20020228071020.L4
20020228017020.20
200202280tt7r2.r2
200202280rL712.49
20020228073247 .r6
200202280r4442.37

Figure 2.1: Snapshot of events in the whistler database from Tihany, Hungary

The whistler stations that collect this data have a number of tunable pa-

rameters that makes it possible to distinguish a whistler. Examples include
trigger levels i.e. what amplitude (strength) the signal must have to be con-

sidered an authentic whistler and not just noise. Also time separation, i.e.

how large the time gap must be between two whistlers to make sure that they
don't originate from different strikes within the same lightning flash, is of im-
portance. If these settings are not adhered to the signal will be filtered away

by the algorithm at the whistler station. The efficiency of these stations is

constantly improving and the algorithm updated. When the data that is used

in this survey was collected the stations were still considered to be operat-
ing in an experimental mode [ ]. One must bear these things in mind when
considering the results.

The lightning data in this project is consistently taken from the WWLLN.
The input files consist of large arrays of data just as in the whistler case.

However, there are three fields per row in the data file. The first field repre-
sents longitude, the second field, latitude, and the third field gives the time
in decimal days from epoch, which is defined as midnight on Jan 1st 1970.

Figure 2.2 gives an example of the WWLLN data structure.
The sensitivity in the VLF receivers collecting lightning data is controlled

in a similar pattern as the whistler stations, No further investigation in to
how the individual WWLLN stations have been set is made in this report but
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Figure 2.2: Snapshot of events in the WWLLN database. Longitude, latitude,
and decimal days since epoch, Jan 1 1970

the interested reader can find information on this matter in [1,2,3].
It is important to mention that all registered events, both for whistlers

and lightning, in the data bases are treated as equally authentic. That is,

every event is being considered to be a correct and accurate registration by
the system and all events in the data bases are used in the analysis.

2.3 Methodology

The whistler data used in this report has, as mentioned, been collected at two
separate stations. Tihany, Hungary, is considered the primary station because

additional data that is of importance to the analysis is found and which has

been used in this report. Examples are accurate terminator times (i.e. sunrise
and sunset times) and a log file containing data from which the efficiency of
the station can be extracted (see Section 5.6). Not to mention it is the largest
database hence giving the largest statistical accuracy. As for Dunedin, New
Zealand, no additional data has been used. Considerations were made for
acquiring data but were turned down due to lack of time. In accordance these
lightning statistics have been obtained only from Tihany's magnetic conjugate
point but not from Dunedin's respective point. The effect of this is that the
analysis in this report is more extensive for Tihany compared to Dunedin.

The approach of this project is based on three steps. In order to get usefirl
results, and also to understand the final output, it was decided to generate

general statistics for both whistlers and, for Tihany, also lightning before the
actual correlation was made. This approach will give a deeper understanding
of the final correlation results since the statistics will provide backup and help
when analyzing the final result.
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Software

In order to handle the raw data in a smooth way, and get useful statistics from
it, a tool called "R" was used. R is a software similar to Matlab but is free to
download and use. The main difference compared to Matlab thought is that
R was created for being a particularly powerful tool in terms of statistics and
graphics. This made R especially useful in this project. The construction of R
was heavily influenced by S which is a program for data analysis and graphics.
During this project R was run on a Linux system. R is, just as C++, Java,
and also Matlab, a generic language which means that the user has extreme
freedom in using variables and setting parameters. For the generation of the
statistical maps a tool called Generic Mapping Tools (GMT), was used. Just
like R it is a free software and is mainly used for the generation of different
types of maps in various contexts. All source codes derived for, and used in
this project, can be found in Appendix D.
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3.1 .WWLLN 
Settings

The efficiency of the wwLLN is low. To reach a high efficiency it is de-
sirable to have around 500 stations evenly distributed around the world [5].
The WWLLN has gradually been expanded to reach its size of 30 stations
in operation today. In 2004 the network consisted of 18 stations [3] and in
2003 only 11 stations were active [2]. It is worth to mention the fact that 7
out of these 11 stations were situated in Japan, Taiwan, Singapore, Australia,
and New Zealand [2]. Ibrthermore, before March 2003 these seven stations
were the only active stations in the whole network [2]. This strongly affects
the overall effi.ciency of the system and creates a discrepancy with a signifi-
cant weight in lightning registered in this part of the world, especially in the
equator region where lightning is most prevalent. However, this discrepancy
has gradually been removed with the expansion of the WWLLN. During the
time that the whistler statistics used in this report were collected, WWLLN
had a^n efficiency of approximatery 2Yo [3], i.e. approximately 2% of the total
global lightning was being detected. One must have these facts in mind when
considering the results presented.

Despite these limitations the WWLLN registers an immense amount of
lighining. The number of registrations in the data base used here is in the
order of N one hundred million. The amount is sufficient to produce valid and
accurate results from a statistical point of view.

The location accuracy for those lightning strikes that do get registered is
fairly high. The TOGA method was fully implemented on August 1, 2003 in
WWLLN. Before this date the location accuracy was estimated to have an
error ranging between 7.5-100 km with the global mean being 30 km and the
median 15 km [2]. After the TOGA implementation the accuracy increased
and it was estimated to be between 1.9-19 km with a mean of 3.4 km and a
median of 2.9 km on a global basis [3]. As the number of WWLLN stations
increase it is also reasonable to assume that the location accuracy increases
correspondingly. This means that the later part of the data has a significantly
higher accuracy compared to the data collected in the beginning of the period.
In the equatorial region one degree longitude or latitude corresponds to around
110 km. This means that the spatial resolution can be selected fairly high when

13
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the correlation is performed in Chapter 5.

3.2 Tihany Conjugate Point

The magnetic conjugate point of Tihany, Hungary, is, as of 2002, located at

33.45os, 28.34"8, which is in the Indian ocean just off East London, south

Africa. One can therefore assume that most whistlers registered in Tihany

originate from around this area. However, it is impossible to state a certain

rvhistler source region including physical boundaries for any whistler station,

including Tihany. The coordinates of a discharge play a major role whether

a whistler will be detected or not as rvell as the ploperties of the ionosphere

and the magnetosphere which also has an affect'

However, in order to extract lightning statistics for the conjugate point

a source region has to be defined. It must be large enough so that it will
contain enough registrations to form a statistical base, but it must also be

small enough not to contain strikes that originate from a location which is

typically not a part of the source region due to its location. In this report

a source region with the center in the conjugate point and with a radius of

500 km has been selected. This distance was selected fairly arbitrarily but
it contains 57385 strikes (see Figure 3.2) which is considered a large enough

number of registrations for obtaining good statistical accuracy. Furthermore,

the radius is also small enough to fit into that region that the correlation results

(see Chapter 5) Iater relieved being the major source region for whistlers

observed in Tiha,ny, Hungary. Attempts have been made earlier to define a

so11lce region and Collier et al. [4] defined a source region rn'ith a radius of

600 km surroundirrg the magnetic conjugate point, mainly to fit in with data

obtained from the LIS satellite. There are no set rules and one has to consider

what the goal of defining such a source region is. Here, the purpose is to be

able to extract lightning statistics used for comparison with whistler statistics.

When analyzing the graphical figures presenting lightning statistics below

it must be taken into consideration that it is the accumulated numbers being

discussed. That is, if, for example, the lightning density for a particular hour

is presented it is the total amount of lightning, between the dates given in
the figure, that were registered within that hour that is presented. It is not

any mean of amount/hour and day but the accumulated amount during the

whole period for this particular hour. Therefore the total sum of all lightning
discharges presented will be the same in all figures.

Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of lightning strikes divided into the year

that the registration took place. It is clear that 2004 was by far the most

active year with over 30000 registrations. This is more than the other three

years combined.
There are two interesting conclusions that can be drawn ftom analyzing the

extracted WWLLN statistics. First of all a seasonal dependence in lightning
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Figure 3.1: Lightning divided into year of registration at Tihany, Hungary,
magnetic conjugate point. 2003-01-11 through 2006-04-23. Selected circular
area surrounds Lat:-33.45" Long:29.34" with R:500km
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Figure 3.2: Total amount of registered lightning at Tihany, Hungary, mag-
netic conjugate point. 2003-01-11 through 2006-04-23. Selected circular area
surrounds Lat:-33.45o Long:23.34o with R:500km. Each bin has a width
of one day
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occurrence can clearly be observed. Figure 3.2 presents all lightning strikes
that the WWLLN has detected from Jan 11, 2003 to Aprii 23, 200G within
the defined source region. For 2003, 2004, and 2005 a clear seasonal pattern
can be seen with peaks in the detection rate during and after New Yea"r,s. For
2006 the peak is less significant. The picture gets even more clear when Figure
3.3 is analyzed. The occurrence of lightning during the southern hemisphere
slrmmel (Dec-Feb) and the beginning of the fall is by far larger than during
the winter (Jun-Aug) and spring (sep-Nov). This is also expected considering
that lightning activity increases with a slight seasonai delay relative increased
insolation, as discussed in Chapter 1.

Figure 3.3: Seasonal distribution of lightning at Tihany, Hungary, magnetic
conjugate point. 2003-01-11 through 2006-04-23. Selected circular area sur-
rounds Lat:-33.45 " Long:23.34 o with R:500km. Data is not normalized,
thus is February and Mars presented for 4 years, January for 4 years minus
11 days, April for 4 years minus 7 days. All other months are presented for 3
yeaxs

The other interesting feature concerns the diurnal variation. This is shown
in Figure 3.4. The occurrence of lightning peaks around 20 local time with
over 6000 flashes per hour. However, the pickup begins already in the early
afternoon and the overall peak does not drop off until around 4 local time.
Fiom 5 up until noon local time the lightning activity is, in general, less than
500 flashes per hour. Basically one can therefore divide the day into two
distinct sections: one starting from around 4 stretching for approximately 10
hours during the day with very low lightning activity and the other period,
with relative high lightning activity, stretching from early afternoon through
the night. This result is very logical considering that lightning is heavily
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dependent on temperature gradients which are being built up during the day
in the clouds. This energy is then released when the clouds have formed in
the afternoon.

6 10 12 14
8r012

Figure 3.4: Diurnal distribution of lightning at Tihany, Hungary, magnetic
conjugate point. 2003-01-11 through 2006-04-23. Selected circular area sur-
rounds Lat:-33.45o Long-28.34o with R:500km

Figure 3.5 shows both the diurnal and the seasonal variation. The absolute
maximum amount of lightning activity is during February and March from
approximately 19 up until midnight. Consequently the absolute minimum
takes place in June and July from around 6 up until noon. Something worth
mentioning is that the diurnal difference between maximum and minimum is
around 12 hours whereas the seasonal difference is only a couple of months.
However, the number of lightning discharges observed in the period of lorv
activity, both seasonal and diurnal, is so low that just a couple lightning
discharges will change the look of the figure. Therefore, this diference is most
likely due to random effects. A more clear two dimensional representation of
Figure 3.5 is presented in Appendix A.
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Figure 3.5: Diurnal distribution of lightning divided into months at TihanS
Hrrngary, magnetic conjugate point. 2003-0L-LL through 200610423. Selected
circular area surrounds Lat:-33.45o Long:28.34" with R:500km
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4.L Tihany, Hungary

This data base consists of 681107 registrations collected between February
27,2002 and May 18, 2005. On a yearly basis most whistlers were collected
during 2004 with almost 300000 registrations on its account. 2003 and 2005
account for two more years with heavy activity with approximately 170000 and
160000 registrations respectively. Considering that the data ends in May 2005

the amount collected this year is impressive. However, it is likely explained
by the fact that the first months of a year are the high season which accounts
for the major part of the whistlers received on a total basis for the year.

Figure 4.1: Whistlers divided into year of registration at Tiha^ny, Hungary.
2002-02-27 through 2005-05- 18

This is indeed clarified in Figure 4.2 and 4.3 which presents the total
amount of whistlers received and the monthly distribution of whistlers dur-
ing the period. Just as in the WWLLN case, a clear seasonal dependence
can be observed by analyzing these graphs. November through March can
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Figure 4.2: Total amount of registered whistlers at Tihany, Hungary. 2002-
02-27 throtgh 2005-05-18. Each bin has a width of one day

be considered "high season" whereas April through October is "low season".
Analyzing Figure 4.3 the seasonal pattern becomes clear. February is by far
the most active month. However, Collier et al. [4] found that Feb 14 and 15,

2003 and Feb 26 and 27, 2004 accounted for approdmately 65000 whistlers.
This suggests that these days were extraordinarily active in lightning activity
which in combination with other favorable properties allowed whistler trans-
fer in the magnetosphere and reception at the station on an abnormally high
scale. If those whistlers axe removed from the plot a sinusoidal pattern is more
distinguishable on a seasonal basis.

The other identified dependence is, just as with the lightning case, the
diurnal variation. Figure 4.4 is displaying this dependence. A maximum in
whistler reception occurs between approximately 17 local time and lasting
until 5. During this time the received accumulated number of whistlers per
hour varies between 35000, received in the very beginning and the very end of
the interval, and 60000 around midnight. Between 5 and 17 the accumulated
number of received whistlers per hour is altering around the level of 1000.
This is quite a significant diurnal variation.

Comparing Figure 3.4 and Figure 4.4 reveals an interesting feature. Light-
ning activity in the conjugate point peaks around 18 UTC whereas the maxi
mum amount of observed whistlers peaks after midnight UTC. This indicates
that the properties of the ionosphere play a very significant role in the gen-
eration of whistlers. When the level of ionization in the ionosphere decreases
at night due to decreased insolation it seems to become more transparent for
the VLF traces from lightning thus increasing the numbers of whistlers even
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Figure 4.3: Seasonal distribution of whistlers at Tihany, Hungary. 2002-02-27
through 2005-05-18. Data is not normalized, thus is Mars and April presented

for 4 years, May for 4 years minus 13 days, and all other months for 3 years
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Figure 4.4: Diurnal distribution of whistlers at Tihany, Hungary. 2002-02-27

through 2005-05-18
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though the peak time for lightning activity has already past.

Figure 4.5 gives the diurna,l and seasonal variation combined, including
terminator times. The motivation for inciuding the terminator times (i.e.

sunrise and sunset time) is that the solar rays strongly affect the level of
ionization in the ionosphere. Indeed most whistlers are received when Tihany
and its corrjugate point is in darkness. However, Figure 4.5 is not detailed
enough to distinguish. whether the receiving station, the conjugate point, or
both should be in darkness to enhance rvhistler transmission. A more detailed
investigation of rvhistler activitl, coupled to daylight would be desired here. A
tr,vo dimensional representation of Figure 4.5 is presented in the first part of
Appendix B.

The overall peak of rvhistler detection is around midnight in February
and Nlarch. The minimum can be located to the morning hours of August,

September, and October as seerl in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Diurnal distribution of whistlers divided into months at Tihany,
Hungary. 2002-02-27 through 2005-05-18. Terminator times given in black
and blue lines and at an altitude of 100 km

4.2 Dunedin, New Zealand

This data base consists of 236019 registrations recorded between May 20, 2005

and October 30, 2006. It is hard to draw any conclusions on the distribution
of whistlers on a I'early basis considering only two years are present in the
data, and none of them are complete. 2005 accounted for just above 140000

registrations and 2006 counted just above 90000 registrations which mean that
roughly 50% more data was collected during 2005 compared to 2006. This is
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a bit odd since the peak lightning time in the conjugate point is during the
northern hemisphere summer which is included in both years. F\rrthermore)
the station was operating during a larger fraction, 10 months, during 2006

compared to only 6 months 2005. The most reasonable conclusion must thus
be that the northern hemisphere summer of 2005 hosted more thunderstorms
that generated detectable whistlers than the summer of 2006 in the source
region for this station.

The total amount of received whistlers is displayed in Figure 4.6. This
graph is very indistinct in that no major seasonal dependence can be observed.
Even though a seasonal dependence is clear for 2006, the activity during the
northern autumn of 2005 is relatively high and similar to that of the northern
summer of 2005 and 2006.

*-'or-0,
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Figure 4.6: Total amount of registered whistlers at Dunedin, New Zealand.
2005-05-20 through 2006-10-30. Each bin has a width of one day

When analyzing Figure 4.7 the seasonal dependence becomes clea,rer. The
relatively large jump of received whistlers from N{ay to June can partly be

explained by the fact that two summers and only one spring are part of the
data. This will bias the output. The high season for receiving q'histlers can
never the less be set to June through October roughly. Even if we doubled
the number of whistlers for the spring months they would not even be close to
the numbers received during the summer. The accumulated account for the
summer months are roughly 30000 to 40000 whistlers per month and during
the winter this number is only around 5000 whistlers per month.

The diurnal variation, as shown in Figure 4.8, has its peak in the early
afternoon with approximately 25000 accumulated recordings around 15 local
time. The minimum occur around 9 local time. This pattern is significantly
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Figure 4.7: Seasonal distribution of whistlers at Dunedin, New Zealand. 200b-
05-20 through 2006-10-30. Data is not normalized, thus is June through Oc-
tober presented for two years whereas November through April is presented
for one year. May is presented for two months minus 11 days

different to the pattern observed at Tihany. This might indicate some differ-
ence concerning lightning activity and/or whistler generation and transmis-
sion.

Figure 4.9 gives the combined diurnal and seasonal variation of whistlers
at Dunedin, New Zealand. A two dimensional representation of Figure 4.5 is
presented in the second part of Appendix B.
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Figule 4.9: Diurnal distribution of rvhistlers divided into months at Durredin,
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-b Correlation

With the results of the two previous chapters concelning whistler and lightning
statistics it is ofhigh interest to investigate whether or not any kind ofrelation
betrveen these features car] be established. Since the whistler and WWLLN
data consists oflarge arrays ofobservations, a good way to obtain this possible
connection is to calculate the linear correlation coefficient r between these data
sets.

5.1 Correlation Definition
The linear correlation coefficient r is mathematically defined as

tL,{(",-e)(a,
(5.1)

where ri and gi represent the two series to be correlated with each other
respectively. d is defined as

= _ Df=rri
L--

n
(5.2)

and the same for ! respectively. It is also worthy to note that n must be
the same for both rri arrd Ai, i.e. the length of the series must be the same.
The denominator in Equation 5.1 normalizes the output and r will thus always
obtain a value between -1 and *1. The latter corresponds to a perfect positive
correlation. This implies that when the data in z is "moving" in any direction,
the data in gr will "move" in the exact same way. This would correspond to
that if, for example, the rate of lightning strikes are increasing in a region so

would the received whistler rate increase in precisely the same way. An r :0
would correspond to no correlation at all. That is, if the lightning rate rose
the whistler rate ',vould remain completely independent of that. Negative r
corresponds to the two data sets moving in opposite directions. This means
that if the number of lightning strikes are picking up in the region then,
consequently, the number of received whistlers a"re decreasing. In this project
the result of the correlation is interesting from both an absolute value and also
on a relative basis. That is, we axe also concerned for the relative difference
in correlation between selected areas of the world.
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5.2 Correlation Methodology

The method used n'hen obtaining the correlation results tvas as follows. As
described in section 2.2 the input rarv data consists of large auays of time
IUTC] for the rvhistlers and similar arrays containing longitude, Iatitude. and
time [UTC] for lightning.

First the time from the first day rvith a received rvhistler to the Iast day is

sorted into bins or time inten'ais. Typically such an interval is in the older of
30 seconds. Since the first da1'was on Feb27,2002 and the last on \,Iay 18,

2005 for Tihanl', this result in a vector containing j'st above 3.3 miliion time
intelvals. In this palticular report tirne intervals of 15 seconds and 30 seconds
rvere used, The rvhistler counts are then placed in the respective interval that
suits them on behalf of their time of registration creating very long histogram.
The data file from Tihany, Hungary, consist of roughly 681000 registrations
and since those whistler-s are divided into roughly 3.3 million intervals it means
that a whistler on average is recorded in every 5th interval rvhen 30 second
intervals are used.

A similar approach is taken with the lightuing data. However, first the
spatial depeudence in this data is removed by sorting the strikes into cells, or
frames, depending on rvhere on the Earth the lightning occurred. A typical
cell size is having an area of approximately 3 o squared dorvn to 1 

o squared. In
this report, cell sizes of llo, 1o, and 0.5o rvere used. Then, for each particular
cell, the lightning is divided into the same time intervals as the whistler data
lvas. Notv we have trvo time series that could be corlelated using equation
5.1 above. We then obtain the correlation coefficient for that particular cell
on the globe. This calcrilation is then repeated for all cells covering the globe
and rve are left with a map displaving the various correlation coefficients for
all cells coveriug the Earth.

However, due to the lorv efficiency of the WWLLN in terms of amount of
registered lightning (see Chapter 3), the data in the time intervals was normed
to either one or zero. That is, if there rvas activity in an interral, regardless
of horv much, the number of registered events rvas set to one. If there was
no activity that interval rvas set to zero. It makes no sense today to perform
correlation with the absolute numbers of whistler and lightning registrations in
evely time interval toward each other. This approach implies that our results
will display correlation based on similarities in activity, but not ou the base of
horv much activity. This approach, at least partly, circumvents the W\\rLLN
inefficiency.

When looking at the individual tirne intervals this simplification means
that only four possibilities of matching betrveen the two series can occur. If
there are both rvhistler and lightning registrations for a specific time interval
this interval rvill contribute torvard positive correlation. Further, if there are
neititer rvhistler nor any lightning registration for a time interval this will also
corrtribute toward positive correlation. It is important to remember that inac-
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tivity of Iightniug in a source region gives less activity of registered whistlers;
this must be taken into accouut. If thele is registered liglrtning but no whistlers
or vice versa for respective time interval this will contribute torvard negative
correlation.

The size of the time intervals is based upon a number of factors. The exact
time gap from when lightning occurs until the generated whistler wave is being
detected can vaxy. The time spent in the magnetosphere is - 1 seconds. The
size of the time interval must thus be large enough to rninimize the risk of
a whistler being detected in a different interval to its lightning discharge.
However, the interval must also be small enough to avoid correlation between
lightning strikes and rvhistlers generated by other lightning strikes. This is
a tricky balance and a complomise must be made. As of now the problem
is partly resolved by the norming of the data, but rvith increased WWLLN
efficiency this norming could be removed and then this issue becomes critical.

The selection of cell size is based upon the fact that a grid selection that is

too coarse won't produce good enough resolution in the resulting correlation
map. Horvever, selecting too high a resolution will result in a lower correlation
value due to the decreased number of liglitning events in each cell, while
also increasing the risk of lightning ending up in the wrong grid cell. The
lower correlation values that follow from a decreased cell size might threaten
the statistical significance. A compromise is also desirable here. The values
described above were selected to fulfill these criterions.

5.3 Settings and Abbreviations

Based on the discussion above, a number of parameters have to be introduced
and taken into consideration rvhen analyzing the correlation results. The
Flarne Size (FS) is defined as the length in degrees of the sides of the cells
serving as spatial dividers for lightning strikes. The time series for each cell is
then compared rvith the n'histler time series. Time \\rindorv (TW) represents
the length of the time interval in seconds, selected rvhen sorting the events

depending on the time of occurlence. Time Slice (TS) represent a fractional
part of all days, iu this report one or three hours, which the correlation is being
urade for. This is to determine if there are any specific diurnal dependencies
of the correlation. Arr example here rvould be that a TS of 0-1 extracts those
time intervals that are situated betn'een just midnigirt and 1 am for every day
in the total interval and then the correlation is calculated for only this iimited
time series.

Another feature to be arvare of when analyzing the results below is the L-
value rvhich is plotted on all graphs. The definition of L-value is the height in
relative Earih radii that a nagnetic field line has rvhen it crosses the magnetic
equator'. For example, the magnetic field line that takes a relatively narrow'
path and just scratches the surface of the Earth at the equator has an L-value
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equal to one. The closer to the poles that the field line is emerging the higher
its L-value becomes due to its higher relative altitude rvhen it crosses the
magnetic equator. One must also remember that the closer to the poles that a

field line energes the higher its inclination, i.e. angle compared to the surface,
becomes. This has an effect in the ability of a field line to catch a rvhistler. The
field lines from the Earth's magnetic field passing through Tihany, Hungary.
have an L-value of 1.81. The corresponding value fol Dunedin, New Zealand,
is 2.75. Both values are for 2002.

5.4 Correlation Results for Tihany, Hungary

A number of figures that contain different settings are presented here. It is

motivated to present all figures since no figure alone can give a total overlook
and understanding as all fi.gures in combination can do. This applies mainly
to Figures 5.1 through 5.4 which all present the results for a TS of 0-24 UTC,
i.e. rvithout considering diurnal differences.

21 0'

correlation
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Figure 5.1: Correlation results for Tihany, Hungary. FS:3 o TW:30s TS:0-
24VTC

Figure 5.1 presents a relative coarse grid with a Frame Size of 3o. The
correlation clearly has its maximum around the magnetic conjugate point. As
can be expected, a rveaker positive correlation is also obtained from the rest
of southern Africa. Negative correlation is obtained north of the equator in
Africa, which is expected due to the seasonal difference in lightning compared
to southern Africa. Most whistlers are received during the southern hemi-
sphere summer. This is when lightning activity is minimized north of the
equator thus yielding a negative correlation on a seasonal basis. In Asia the
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negative correlation north of the equator is even greater. This is most likely
due to the increased efficiency of \WVLLN in this area. The most surprising
result regards the relative high positive correlation obtained over equatorial
South America. The most likely explanation is that VLF waves originating
from these lightning discharges can travel for a long distance in the EIWG
before entering a magnetic duct around the conjugate point.
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Figure 5.2: Correlation results for Tihany, Hungary. FS:lo TW:30s TS:0-
24 UTC

Figure 5.2 strengthens the initial view that Figure 5.1 provided. Tlte
resolution is higher though and a pattern of correlation is starting to emerge
south of the equator in South East Asia. Positive correlation is obtained
over the ocean and negative correlation is obtained over land. An attempt
to explain this behavior would be very speculative at this point in time. A
further investigation rvould be interesting. Another pattern rvhich was also
visible in figure 5.1 is the fact that there seems to be a "tail" attached to the
source region surrounding the conjugate point, pointing toward the southeast.
A Iikely explanation is that this tail is actually parallel to the horizontal
direction of the magnetic field. This suggests that the energ-y from a lightning
strike has a higher probability of exciting a duct 'ivhen aligned in this way. The
Iack of such a tail pointing nortlnvest from the source region might suggest
that the inclination of the magnetic field also plays a role. That is, it seerns

to be easier for a rvave to excite a duct if it approaches the footprint from the
dilection of the magnetic pole.

Figure 5.3 gives an even more detailed view irr terms of spatial resolution.
The overall image provided by Figure 5.1 and 5.2 is maintained. However,
the problem with higher resolution becomes more evident in terms of smaller
absolute ralues of the correlation coefficient. This can reduce the statistical
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security of the result.
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Figure 5.3: Correlatiou results for Tihany, Hungary. FS:0.5o TW:30s
TS:0 - 24UTC

Figure 5.4 is provided to give an indication of what happens with the cor-
relation with a Time Window of 15 seconds. The overall picture is maintained.
However, the inefficiency in the WWLLN and the combination of small Fbame

Sizes and a small Time Window results in very small absoh.rte values in the
correlation coefficients. Thble 5.1 gives a representation of the maximum and
minimum correlation values obtained in Figure 5.1 through 5.4. When analyz-
ing the minimrrm correlation values in Table 5.1 the absolute value is clearly
approaching zero rvith decreased Flame Size and decreased Time Window. On
the positive correlation side that tendency is far from clear. The mean value
of r and the locations of the obtained max and min values were not obtained.
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Figure 5.4: Correlation results for Tihanl', Hungary, with TW:15s. Left plot
has FS:1.0o and right plot has FS:0.5o. TS:0 -24UTC
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Table 5.1: lvlaximum and minimum correlation coefficients obtained for dif-
ferent figures concerning Tihany, Hungary. TS:0 - 24 UTC for all figures

Figure \,Iin-correlation Max-correlation

Figure 5.1

Figure 5.2

Figure 5.3
Figure 5.4 left

Figure 5.4 right

-0.027729
-0.014914
-0.009518
-0.009299
-0.005980

0,049027
0.038783
0.031640
0.041082

0.035647

One conclusion that can be drarvn mainly from Figure 5.I,5.2, and 5.3 is
that the source region surrounding the magnetic conjugate point for Tihany
has a radius of approximately up to 1000 km or just slightly less.

Tihany Diurnal Variation

Figure 5.5 is provided to give an indication of what happens rvith the correla-
tion coefficient on a diurnal basis, presenting correlation calculated for three
hour intervals. \\rhen analyzing the graphs it is evident that there is a maxi-
mum in the correlation during the hours rvhen Tiirany and its conjugate point
are in darkness. The positive correlation for the magnetic conjugate point
starts to pick up betrveen 15 a-nd 18 UTC, r'eaching a maximum around 21 to
24 and then decreases in the early morning. During day time the correlation
is ahnost nonexistent. This result also relates back to the issues discussed in
previous chapters on \\4\ILLN and whistler statistics for Tihany, Hungary.
Figure 4.5 ciearly shorvs that most rvhistlers are indeed received in darkness.
Since thele is a stlong correlation rvith the conjugate region during the sane
time it seems reasonable to dra'iv the conclusion that most of these whistlers
indeed originate from here.

The positive correlation from the equatorial part of South America follorvs
a similal diurual pattern. This supports the theory that this correlation is

obtained after the VLF signatures from these lightnirrg strikes have traveled
in the EIWG and are captured by the magnetic field around the conjugate
point. If they were caught by the magnetic field at some other place on Earth
and the whistler then traveled a long distance after re-entering the atmosphere
a different time pattern q'ould be expected on this correlation due to the time
difference in the emerging and disappearing of the ionospheric layers. However,
further investigation on this field rvould be desirable.

5.5 Correlation Results for Dunedin, New Zealand

When analyzing the resuits from Dunedin, Nerv Zealand, the correlation is

not so clear. Figure 5.6 gives the overall correlation rvith a Flame Size of 1o
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Figure 5.5: correlation results for Tihany, H'ngary, with rs:3 hour intervals.
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and a Time Window of 30s. A trace of positive correlation can be seen in
the pacific northwest of the Hawaiian Islands. The magnetic conjugate point
for Dunedin is situated just south of the Aleutian Islands to the north at
55.85'N, 195.34'E. One reason a clear correlation is not obtained here could
be due to the relatively small amount of lightning that occurs so far north.
F\rrthermore, the lightning that does occur might also be generally weaker,
yielding that it is harder for WWLLN to detect these strikes.
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Figure 5.6: Corlelation results for Dunedin, Nerv Zealand. FS:lo TW:30s
TS:0 - 24UTC

Dunedin Diurnal Variation

However, when investigating the diurnal difference the correlation pattern be-

comes somewhat clearer. Figure 5.7 represents a split of the day in three
hour intervals. Since the diurnal differences seem to be more significant for
Dunedin compared to Tihauy in terms of interpreting the correlation, a one

hour split of the data from Dunedin, New Zealand, is presented in Appendix
C. There seems to be a maximum correlation for the source region from around
15 to 21 UTC. For the rest of the day small traces can be seen but they seem

to be somewhat sporadic. "Islands" of positive correlation can also be ob-

served around the globe, especially in the East Asian region but also in the
Caribbean. The positive correlation for these trvo regions seems to have some

sort of maximum between 9 through 21 UTC. One must remember that the
local time in Dunedin has a 12 hour shift compared to UTC. The traces of
correlation obtained from Asia and the Caribbean region could therefore be

explained in a similar way as for the equatorial part of South America in the
Tihany case. This correlation takes place when Dunedin and its magnetic
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conjugate point are mostly in darkness, the ionosphere might thus be more
transparent for these whistlers. However, why the correlation for the conju-
gate point at the same time is low is difficult to explain. It must be stated
though that these results are very unsecure. Figure 5.2 presents very sporadic
and irrational behavior and no real conclusions can be d.rawn from this data.
Fhrther work with a more thorough investigation of lightning activity in the
magnetic conjugate point and possibly more whistler recordings is desirable.

od

correlation_0.03 _0.02 _0.01 o.oo o.o1 o.o2 0.03 o.o4

Figure 5'7: correlation results for Dunedin, New zea)and,, with TS:3 hour
intervals. FS:l o TW:30s

It is of interest that a large part of the cells containing negative, as well
as positive, correlation in Figure b.Z are confined rvithin the lines defining
L:2.75. This is pretty clear when observing the North American part of the
map for example. If this is simply due to the low lightning activity north of
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this region or if there is another explanation remains unanswered. However,
lightning activity so far north is indeed pretty spaxse all around the globe.

5.6 Discussion and Validity of Correlation Approach

There are a number of issues that need attention in order to justify the results.
The first issue concerns the effectiveness of the receiver stations. The WWLLN
is assumed to more or less function at all times since there a,re numerous
stations in this network. If one station ceases to function for a limited time
there are other stations that will continue recording, thus maintaining the
overall functionality. It is a different situation for the whistler stations. Days
when the station is down for some reason must be identified and all data
removed for these days in order to avoid false correlation. This procedure was
implemented on this project. The approach on how to identify these days was
simply to check for days when no whistlers were recorded. However, it can be
risky to just state that the station is broken if there were no whistlers received.
Therefore a log file monitoring the functionality of the station in Tihany was
acquired. This log file was then compared to the days when no whistlers were
received. The result of this comparison is presented in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8: Days to include or exclude in the correlation analysis for Tihany,
Hungary. Blue days correspond to days with received whistlers and the log
file saying the station is functioning. Green days correspond to days without
whistler registrations, hence these days are excluded, and the log file says the
station is down. Red days correspond to excluded days but the log file says

the station is functioning. Blue and green days make up just above 80% of
the total days. Black days don't exist or no data was available

As can be seen there is a very good agreement between what the log file
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rerreals and the enrpirical method. The blue da1,s g..t.rtond to days with
received rvhistlers and the log file indicating that the statiol is functioning.
The green days correspond to no received rvhistlers and the log file reporting
that the station is not functioning. The red days. horvever, display days rvhen
there were no whistlers in the data base but the log file says that the station
is functioning. Yellorv days would report that whistlers were received and g,e
would include those days in the analysis but the log file indicates that the
station was dou'n. Luckily tliere rvere no such instances of days registered.

Holvever, an analysis of the red days is needed. This log file is far from
perfect in itself. The detector system basically consists of an antenna, some
arnplifiers and u'ires, and a cornputer'. The incoming rvhistlers are registered
on an initial memory and every hour these registrations are transferred to the
hard drive. This second transfer is rvhat is contained in the log file. That
rneans that the 1og file can report the station as functional, since the data
tlansfer system tvorks, but in reality the ph1'sical antenna might be down for
some reason, or some other component. That means that the log data is not
100% accurate. However, it is the best that can be accomplislied at this point
in time.

The agreement betrveen the log file and the empirical method. is good.
The green and blue days in Figure 5.8 account for just above g0% of the total
dal's. lhir must be considered a very good match. Taking into account that
tlre average nurnber of received u'histlers is bTT per day in Tihany, for our
data set, it is very unlikely that there would be days rvithout any rvhistlers.
Even in the rvinter months rvhen the a\rerage rate drops dorvn to around 100
r,vhistlers per day this is still pretty high. Therefore. those days totally lacking
registrations are excluded from the analysis.

A second interesting section to discuss in terms of validity of the empir-
ical method concerns the spatial resolution of the correlation. Evel though
wwLLN has a low efficiency of the amount of rightning events being regis-
tered it has a relatively high resolution in terms of time and coordinates of
the strikes that do get registered as discussed in Chapter 3. Therefore the
decision rvas taken to run the correlation for cells r.vith a smaller Frame Size
than rvas considered initially, tirus improving the resolution of the result. As
discussed above, going to smaller celis can be risky since the risk increases
that lightning strikes might eud up in the wrong ceil. There is indeed a lorver
limit in spatial resolution. However, this limit can be pushed quite signifi-
cantlf if the efficiency of \\rwLLN is improved. However, if there is a need
for such a push. that is a differeut matter. The results during this study, with
a source region having arr approximate 1000 km radius, suggest that higher
spatial resolution than achieved here might not be necessary, at least not for
the purpose of correlating iightning and whistlers on a statistical basis.

A third issue is in regards to the resorutiori in selecting the Time win-
dow. with increased wwLLN efficiency the normalization could rnaybe be
removed, as discussed earlier. The problem of selecting the right Time win-
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dow can then become critical. Different whistlers need different time to travel
to the receiver. This is mainly due to which path they take, i.e. which L-value
the magnetic field line that they follow has. A solution to this might be to
introduce a time lag, i.e. a "delay" in the whistler series compared to the
WWLLN series in Equation 5.1. If the Time Window is too short this time
lag could be a way to address that problem.

Fourth, one important issue that has not been considered in this report
is the statistical significance of the correlation results. However, this was not
pa,rt of this project but work on this field would bring about a more stable
foundation for the results. Such analysis is currently under development.





6 Conclusions

6.1 Conclusion of the Project

In this report observed whistler series from Tihany, Hungary, and Dunedin,
New Zealand, have been correlated with data from the WWLLN. The data
from Tihany generates a relatively clear correlation image which shows that
the source region, surrounding the conjugate point, for whistlers observed
at Tihany has a radius of up to approximately 1000 km. Somewhat weaker
positive correlation is also obtained from the rest of Southern Africa and
equatorial South America. For Dunedin the correlation was more sporadic
but a diurnal variance was observed. The whistler and WWLLN statistics
obtained do not contradict with the achieved correlation results. The results
achieved do however conform very well to the general theory of how whistlers
are generated and propagate.

The results of this report cannot be taken as evidence that all whistlers
observed at a whistler station were picked up around the magnetic conjugate
point. However, it indicates rather strongly that at least a major portion
originate from that region.

6.2 Future Research Suggestions

There are several interesting aspects in this field that still have not been ex-

amined. The work on correlation and detailed lightning and whistler statistics
has just but begun.

An interesting approach that was initiated but not completed was to gener-

ate a code extracting a "movie" displaying an increase in lightning activity in
the source region on an individual lightning strike basis. This code would then
also generate a similar movie for the whistler registrations during the same

time period. Then one can examine if an increase in the lightning rate gener-

ates a pickup in whistler rates. Identification of individual lightning/whistler
pairs might then be possible. A draft of this not completed movie-code is

presented in Appendix D.
A suggestion related to the above mentioned movie would be to investigate

the possibility of taking the latitude where the whistlers was observed into

4I



A Appendix, Lightning
Statistics

This appendix includes plots of lightning statistics from Tihany's magnetic
conjugate point. The plots are based on months and hours of registration.
This gives a good overview of both seasonal and diurnal difierences in lightning
detection in this region. The plots here present the sa,rne material as Figure
3.5.
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Figule A.1: Diurnal distribution of lightning, based on hours, for Jan-
uary (left) and February (right) at Tihany, Hungary, magnetic conjugate
point. 2003-01-11 through 2006-04-23. Selected circular area surrounds
Lat:-33.45 o Long:23.34' with R:500km

Figure A.2: Diurnal distribution of lightning, based on hours, for Mars (left)
and April (right) at Tihany, Hungary, magnetic conjugate point. 2003-
01-11 through 2006-04-23. Selected circular area surrounds Lat:-33.45o
Long:28.34 o rvith R:500krn

Figure A.3: Diurnal distribution of lightning, based on hours, for May (left)
and June (right) at Tihany, Hungary, magnetic conjugate point. 2003-
01-11 through 2006-0423. Selected circular area surrounds Lat:-33.45o
Long:23.34 o with R:500km
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Figure A.4: Diurnal distribution of lightning, based on hours, for July (left)
and August (right) at Tihany, Hungary, magnetic conjugate point. 2003-
01-11 through 2006-04-23. Selected circular axea surrounds Lat:-33.45o
Long:28.34 o with R:500km

Figure A.5: Diurnal distribution of lightning, based on hours, for Septem-
ber (left) and October (right) at Tihany, Hungary, magnetic conjugate
point. 2003-01-11 through 200G04-23. Selected circular area surrounds
Lat:-33.45 o Long:23.34 o with R:500km
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Figure 4.6: Diurnal distribution of lightning, based on hours, for Novem-
ber (left) and December (right) at Tihany, Hungary, magnetic conjugate
point. 2003-01-11 through 2006-04-23. Selected circular area surrounds
Lat:-33.45 o Long:!3.34 o rvith R:500km





B Appendix, Whistler Statistics

This appendix includes plots of whistler statistics based on months and hours
of registration. This gives a good overview of both seasonal and diurnal dif-
ferences of whistler detection rates in Tihany, Hungary, and Dunedin, New
Zealand. The plots here present the sa^me material as Figure 4.5 and Figure
4.9,
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Figure B.1: Diurnal distribution of whistlers,
(left) and February (right) at Tihany, Hungary.
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Figure B.2: Diurnal distribution of whistlers, based on hours, for Mars (left)
a.nd April (right) at Tihany, Hungary. 2002-02-27 through 2005-05-18
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Figure B.3: Diurnal distribution of whistlers, based on hours, for May (left)
a,nd June (right) at Tihany, Hungary. 2002-02-27 through 2005-05-13
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Figure B.4: Diurnal distribution of whistlers, based on hours, for July (left)
arrd August (right) at Tihany, Hungary. 2002-02-27 through 2005-05-18
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Figure B.5: Diurnal distribution of whistlers, based on hours, for September
(left) and October (right) at Tihany, Hungary. 2002-02-27 through 2005-05-18
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Figure 8.6: Diurnal distribution of whistlers, based on hours, for November
(left) and December (right) at Tihany, Hungary. 2002-02-27 through 2005-05-
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Figule B.10: Diurnal distribution of rvhistlers,
and August (right) at Dunedin, New Zealand.
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Figu.re B.11: Diurnal distribution of whistlers, based on hours, for September
(left) and October (right) at Dunedin, New Zealand. 2005-05-20 through
2006-10-30
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Figure 8.12: Diurnal distribution of rvhistlers, based on hours, for November
(left) and December (right) at Dunedin, New Zealand. 2005-05-20 through
2006-10-30





C Appendix, Correlation

Additional correlation results based on TS intervals of one hour for Dunedin,
New Zealand.
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Figure C.1: Correlation results for Dunedin, New Zealand, with TS:1 hour
intervals. FS:l o TW:30s
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D Appendix, Source Code

This appendix contains all source code derived in R and GMT. The source
code is divided into seven difierent R progra,ms plus one GMT progra,rn. In
order these are:

o Whistlercode.R (whistler statistics)

o Wwllncode.R (WWLLN statistics)

o Correlationcode.R (correlation calculation)

o CorrelationcodeTS.R (correlationTS derivation)

o Corrmodelcontrol.R (derivation of days to include or exclude in correla-
tion analysis)

o Wlidentificationcode.R (relating whistlers with corresponding lightning
strikes)

o Correlationcode.gmt (code to derive the graphical output from .xyz file
produced by correlation- a,nd correlationTS-code in R)

Some codes have received a slight modification in layout to fit in this
report.
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I S/ / Whistlercode
2
3 f;//Yariables that needs to begiven by user prior to running code
4 wfile : sprintf(" /home/ionas/work/correlation/data/Tihany ixt") fwhich fileshould be scanned
5 station = sp.intf("Tihany, Hungary") ggive the n&me of the whistler station (

include country)
6 sn : sprintf("TTI") ggive short name of station, i.e. the first letters in

name and country
7 timediff :7 #give time difference in hours from G[tfI for station
8 timeteststart : ISodate (2004 ,03,19 ,1s ,00 ,00, tz:"Gl4T') gselecting starttimefor test
9 timeteststop = ISOdate(2004,03,19,18,00,00, tz=,,Gr.{I,) fselecting stoptime fortest

10 timeintervall:30 #chose timeintervall Is] between frames in specific wreg
p lot

11 daytimewindow : 1 #[days] serect accuracy when plotting complete distribution
of whistlers

12 movieintervall:30 #[minutes] select range of one movie frame (suggested is30 min)
13 outpu-t : spri nt f (" /home/ ion,as/work/wh ist le rs/output/TTI/,, ) Sselect outputditrectory for output files
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
2L
22
23
24

26

28
29
30
31

JJ

JD

36

38
39
40

47

A'

{//$l}ristlerdata that need to be scanned in
rvfile: scan(wfile)
$reading in and creating dataframes for whistlers
register .time : function(a)
{

tlist : list o
tlist$year : as.integer(substr(a, 1, 4))
tlist$month = as.integer(substr(a, 5, 6i)
tlist$day : as.integer(substr(a, 7, S))
tlist$hour : as.integer(substr(a, 9, i0))
tlist$minute : as.integer(substr(a, 17, L2))
tlist$second : as.double(substring(a, 13)). 

.

#--checking diurnal differences 
-tlist$dhour : tlist$hour 1 tlist$minute/60 + rlist$second/3600

tlist $dmin : tlist Edhour*60
tlist$dsec : tlist$dnin*60

r{L-checking general dates-
t list $date : as. Date(ISOdate( t list $year, t list $month, t list Sday) ) ffull date, ex: 2002-01-01
tlist$idate : as.integer( tlistsdate) #integer days since epoch (Jan 1

1 970)
tlistSfdate = tlist$idate f tlist$dhour/24 gdays with decimal hourssince epoch

#-checking seasonal differences 
- 

(not in
$tlist$dmonth : tlist$month * tlist$d,ay/30

ftlist$nrday : as. integer(formar( ttist$aaie,
jan lst that year

ftlist$nrmonth : as. integer(format ( tlist $date
during the year

tlist

use )
fdecimal months
"7"i")) gday number from

, "Vrrn") )#month number

represented

e all hours

44 wdata : as.data.frame(register.time(wfile))
45 ll-

S//Creating factors in to which you can sort data
fyear. : as.integer(levels (factor(wdata$year))) tra list with years
fmonth : factor (wdata$month)
fsorting data on a specific factor
wdatahour = split (wdat-a$hour, fmonth) fhours compared to month, iduring spetestcific month

51
S//Ad,j$tlng local time at station
clockmarks : c(0,2,4,6,8,10 ,t2 ,14,16,t8,20,22,24) gclockmarks in GVfflclockmarks : clockmarks*timediff funadjusted locai clockmarks
$adjusting local clockmarks
for(i in 1:13)
{
if ( lclockmarks I i ] >:24)
{

46
47
48
49
50

CJ
54
55
co
57
58
59
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60 lclockmarksIi] : lclockmarksIi]-24
61 ]62 if(lclockmarksIi]<: -r)63{
64 lclockmarksIi] : lcloct<marksIi]*24
65i
66)
A1 !

68 fi/ / Y *iables needed in several plots
69 period : sprintf("%s to %s", wdata$date[1], wdatalEdateIlength(wdata$date)]) f

ehowing period of meaaurements, used in plotl-6
70 ylab: sprintf("Nr of observed whistlersr') ftylab text used in plotl-5,7,8
il 4

72 #//Scannine in eet-risefile for Tihany
73 if(sn:"TII")
74t
75 filename : s pri ni f ( " /home/ionas/work/ whist le rs/data/station -rise -set . txt " )
76 THf ile : scan ( filename ) fscan in f i le
77
78 x: 0:((length(THfile)/5)-1) findex vector from 0
79 daynr: THfile[1+5+x] #takes every fidth value of
80 THsunrise : THfile[2+5*x]
81 THsunset : THfile [3+5*x]
82 DURsunrise : THf ile [4+5*x]
83 DURsunset : THfile[5*5*x]
84 THsunset : 24 + THsunset #fixing deta into positive time
85 DURsunset : 24 + DURsunset
86
6(
88
89 fi/ /Hiatogtama
90
91 #/ /Plorl Complete distribution of whistlers
92 breaks : seq(from:wdata$idate [1] , to:(wdataSidate length(wdata$idate)]*1), by

:daytimewindow) fsetting marks for dividing data
93 years: fyear12:length(fyear)l fnot using Jan 1 in first year, data for this

date probably dont exist
94 labels = as.Date(sprintf("7s-01-01", years)) Sfirst dey of each year with

meaaurementa
95 at : as.integer(labels) #Eetting tickmarks at theese dateg
96 fdividing whietlers into fremes defined by "marks" and plotting e histogram

including all the whietlers
97 filename : sprintf("%s%sOlwtot.eps" , output , sn)
98 main : sprintf ("Number of observed Whistlers in %s \n %s", station, period)
99 sub: sprintf("Timewindow for each frame is 7d day(s) \n Total nr of observed

whistlers are %s", daytimewindow, length(wdata$year))
100 postscript(filename) #recording to .png
101 hist : hist(wdataSfdate, brcaks:breaks, main=rnain, sub=sub, xlab:"", ylab:

ylab, axcs=FALSE)
1O2 axis(side:1, labels:labels, at:at)
103 axis(side:2)
104 dev.offo

to t/3-r of length ( I fi I e )
fi le with index 1 ,6 ,1 1..,

of observed whistlers based on

sn)
registration \n %s 7c",

when receiver did not operate"

106 $//Plof2 Creating Hietogram over total amount
ye arB

107 filename : sprintf("%s%s02wyears. eps" , output ,
108 main : sprintf (" Whistlers divided into year of

station, period)
109 sub: sprintf("No consideration taken for days

)
i10 breaks : fyear [1]:( fyearIlength(fyear)]+1)
111 postscript ( filename ) #recording to . pdf
1,L2 hist : hist(wdata$year, brcaks:breaks , col="blue", right:FALSE, main:main,

xlab:"", ylab:ylab, sub:sub, axcs:FALSE)
113 axis(sidc:1, labels:fyear, at=fyear*.5, tick:FALSE, line:-1)
174 axis(side:2)
115 dev.offO frecording off
116
L77 {//Plot,3 Creating Histogram over total amount of observed whistlers based on

monthe
118 filename : sprintf("%s7c0Swmonths. eps" , output , sn)
119 main : sprintf (" Whistlers divided into month of registration \n %s %s" ,

station, period)
120 labels : c("Feb","Apr","Jun","Aug","Oct","Dec")
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1,27
t22
t23

724
125
126

r29
130

732
133
734

t62
163

t64
165
166
t67
168
169
170
17l
172

t74
t75
176

177

r78
179

a1 : c(2.5,4.5,6.5,8.5,10.5,12.5)
postscript(filename) frecording to .pdf
Li"t : trisi(wdata$month, breaks:1:13, col:"blue", right:FALSE, main:main,

xlab:"", ylab:ylab, sub:sub, axes=FALSE)
axis(side:1, iabels:labels, at:at, tick:FALSE, line:-1)
axis(sidc=2)
dev. offO frecording off

135
136
137
138
139

L27
I28 j*//prctA, Creating Histogram over total amount of observed whistlers based on

days
filename : sprintf ("TeTos\4wdays. eps" , output, sn)
main : sprin-tf (" Whistlers divided into days of registration \n %s %s" ,

station, period)
labels : c(5,10,15,20,25,30)
a1 = c(5.5,10.5,15.5,20.5,25.5,30.5)
postscript(filename) Srecording to .pdf
ttist : hist (wdata$day, breaks:1:32, col:" blue" ,

"Day number in month", ylab:ylab, sub:sub,
axis ( sidc:1, labels:labels , at:at )
axis ( side:2)
dev. offO $recording off

l+//pt"tS Creating Histogram over tot&l amount of observed whistlers based on
hours

140 filename : sprintf("%s%s05whours. eps" ,

L4l main: sprintf("Whistlers divided into
station, Period)

142 sub : sprintf ("LT:Local Time, t]'fGUniversal Time Coordinated \n.No

"or"id"."iiot 
taken for days when receiver did not operate")

postscript(filename) #recording to'pdf
Li"t : tt-i"t1*a"tustour, breaks:o:24, col:" blue", right:FALSE, main:main, xlab

:"", ylab:ylab, sub:sub, axes:FALSE)
axis(side:1, labels:lclockmarks, at:clockmarks, line:0)
mtext(text:"LT", side:1, line:1, at:25.5)
axis ( side:1, labels=clockmarks, at:clockmarks, line :1, tick:FALSE)
mtext(text:"UTC", side:1, line:2, ar:25'5)
axis ( side:2)
dev. offO frecording off

lil/pt"t,A-n plotting histogram with diurnal differences during all months for
the the year during the whole period

153 z:matrix(ncol:24, nrow:12) fdefining matrix
L54 x:7:24
155 n r:O
156 for(y in 1:12)
157 {
158 mname : month.nameIy] $selecting the correct name
159 m: month.abb[y] Sshort name of month
160 filename = sprintf ("Ta%s%02dwhours%s. eps" , output ,

to "filename"'Pdf
main : sprintf (" Diurnal Distr of Whistlers in %s \n %os Vos" ' rnname, station ,

period) fNme of Headline
postscript(filcname) frecording to .pdf
hist : hist(wdatahour[[v]] , brcaks=0:24, right=FALSE, col:"blue", main=main,

xlab:u" , ylab:ylab, sub=sub, axes:FALSE)
axis(side=1, labels:lclockmarks, at:clockmarks, Iine=0)
mtext(text:"LT", sidc:1, Iine:1, at--25.5)
axis ( side:1, labels:clockmarks, at:clockmarks, I ine :1, tick:FALSE)
mtext(text:"UIC", side:1, line=2, at:25.5)
axis ( sidc:2)
dev. offO frecording off
zly,xl : hist [[2]] #extracting the counte for evey round
n r:n r*1
l
$//Plot79 3D-image containing above diurnal distr plots
filename = sprintf("7c%s183Dimage. eps" , output , sn)
main : sprintf (" Diurnal Distr of Whistlers Divided into Months \n %s %s" ,

station, period)
sub : sprintf ("LT=Local Time (%s), tJllGUniversal Time Coordinated \n No

consideration taken for days when receiver did not operate" , station )
if(sn:"TTI")
{

right:FALSE, main:main, xlab=
axcs:FALSE)

of month

sn, nr, m) ggiving name

output , sn)
hours of registration \n %s %s"

143
t44

r45
146
L47
148
L49
150
151
152
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180 sub = sprintf ("LT=Local 'I'ime (%s), UlfGUniversal Time Coordinated \n No
consideration taken for days whcn receiver did not opcratc \n Sunrise
and sunset times at an altitude of 100km", station)

181 )
182 brcaks : c(1,5,10,50,i00,500,1000,5000,10000,50000,100000)
183 text : paste(brcaks[1:10], brcaks[2:11], sep="-,') #text showing values of bar

colora
184 labels : c("Feb","Apr","Jun","Aug",,'Oct,',,,Dec,')
185 at : c(2.5,4.5,6.5,8.5,10.5,12.5)
186 postscript(filename) frecording to .pdf
187 par(ma-c(5,5,5,8.5) ) #setting margin parameters with parO , for pdf :maec

(5,4,4,7.5) ps:maFc(5,5,5,8.5)
image(z:2, x:1:13, y:Ot24, col=rev(heat.colors(i0) ), breaks:l>rcaks, main:naitr

, xlab:"", vlab:'", sub:sub, axcs:FALSE)
grid(nx:12, ny=24, ssl:' black")
axis(sidc:2, labels=lclockmarks, at=clockmarks, linc=0)
mtext(text="LT", sidc:2, linc=1, at=-2)
axis(sidc:2, labels=clockmarks, at:clockmarks, liDc:1.S, tick:FALSE)
mtext(text="UTC", sidc:2, linc=2.5, at:-2)
axis(side=1, labels:labeIs, at:at, Iilc:-1, tick:FALSE)
par(ma-c(10,45,10,5.7) , nerrr:TRIJE) #defining shape for next plot and pa6ting

it on top of previous plot, for pdf:ma-c(10,23,f0,6) ps:m&Fc
(10,45,10,5.7)

188

189
190
i91
t92
193
194
195

196

797

199
200
20t

203
204

206
207

209
2lo

o1t
213

220
221

. colors ( 10) ) ,

5), las=2, lin<:
:.5) #text showing values

198 mtext(text="Nr of whistlcrs", sidc:4, at=16, las:2, linc=.5) #heodline of
text

if (sn:"TH" )
{ fadding lII & conjugate sunrise & sunset time6
par(marc(3.7,3.4,3.6,6.95) , newsIRtIE) {for pdf :maec(4.1b ,3.2,3.2,6.8), ps

ma-c (3.7,3.4,3.6,6.95)
2O2 plot(daynr, THsunrise, typc=' l' , axcs:FALSE, xllb="", ylab:"" , vlirn:c(0,365)

ylim:c(0,24))
text(x:180, y:1.1, labels=' Tihany Sunrisc")
par(marc(3.7,3..1 .3.6,6.95) , new=TRUE) ffor pdf :maec(4.15,3.2,3.2,6.8), ps

ma-c(3.7 ,3.4 ,3.6 ,6.95)
plot(dayur , THsuuset , t1.pc=" l" , axcs=FALSE, xlab="" , ]-ltl):"" , xlirr:c(0,365)

vlirn:c(0,24))
text (x:180, y=20.5, labels="'Iihany Sunset'' )
par(maFc(3.7,3.4,3.6,6.95) , nerJRLrE) Sfor pdf :ma-c(4.15,3.2,3.2,6.8) , ps

ma-c (3.7,3.4,3.6,6.95)
208 plot(daynr, DURsunrise, tvpc=" l'', axcs:FALSE, xlab="", vlab="", xliur=c(1,365)

, ylim:c (0 ,24) , col=" bluc" )
text(x:180, y:4.8,labels:"Conjugatc Sunrise", col:"bluc")
par(raaec (3.7 ,3.4,3.6,6.95) , new=TRtIE) ftfor pdf tma-c(4.15,3.2,3.2,6.8) , ps

maec (3.7,3.4,3.6,6.95)
plot(daynr , DURsunset, tyl>c:' l' , axt's=FALSE, xlab:" , r-lab="" , xliru:c(1 ,365)

ylirn:c (0 ,24) , col:'' blue" )
text(x:180, y=15.3,labels="Conjugate Sunset", col:"bluc")
)
dev. off o

9r<
216 $//Plotf9 3D-persp containing above diurnal distr plots
2L7 filename : sprintf("%s%s193Dpcrsp. eps" , output , sn)
218 postscript(filename) frecording to .pdf
219 persp(z:z , x:!:12, y-_7:24, col=" bluc" , rnain:rnain, xlab=

, zlab=ylab, sub:sub, theta:60, phi=30, r:.1, d=1)
dev. offo
ficontotr(z=z,x--O:24,y:1:13, main:"Diurnal Distr of Whistlers Divided into

Months, Tihany Hungary", xlabJLIIC Time IHoursl", ylabJMonths", sub:'")
222

S// Prepating for plot 20, sorting whistleroccasion6 into into correct movie
fram es

timeteststarttcst = as.integer(timctcsistart) fselcted start time for use in
function

timcteststoptest : as. integer ( timeteststop )
fselecting data from choosen timewindow
tsec : wdata$fdate*24*3600
time : ISOdatetime(1970,1,1,0,0,0.0,t2:"61T'' ) + tsec
wtimetest : as. integer (time) fused for testing timewindow se
Ssorting whistleroccasions into into correct movie frames

barplot ( hei ght=rep ( 1, I 0), axcs=FALSE, horiz=TRtIE, co l:rew ( heat
width:1, space =.5) fplot showing colors

mtext(text:text, sido=4, at=c (1,2.5,4,5.5,7,8.5,10, 1 1.5, 13,14.

(quite bad plot)

'' I\fonths" , vlab:" Hours"

225
226
tt7
tre
229
230
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231 movieframe : s€q(from:timeteststarttest, to:timeteststoptest, blE
movieintervall+60) $limits for longitude in l-data, size of square

fwtimetest : cut(wtimetest, breaks:movieframe) #factor for ltimetest, i.e
sorting which movieframe they fall in

233 wtime : split(wtimetest, fwtimetest) #splitting upp l-data depending on which
movieframe they belong to

oa I

$/ / Plot 20 movie with whistler registrationE
filename : sprintf("7o%s20wmoviehist.eps", output, sn)
main : sprintf("Observed whistlers at Vos", station)
timemovie: timeteststart #setting start time for movie
postscript ( filename ) $recording to . pdf
for(i in 1:length(wtime))
{
sub: sprintf("Timewindow for each frame is 7d seconds \n Total amount of

whistlers are Vd,, time in [J'fC', timeintervall , length(wtime[[i]l))
breaks : seq(from:as. integer (timemovie) , to:as. integer (timemoviel

movieintervall*60), btEtimeintervall) fdividing lightningstrikes into
frames

labels : c ( as. character ( timemovie), as . character ( timemovief moviei n t ervall* 60)
) fselecting which labels to show

at = c(as.integer(timemovie), as.integer(timemoviel-movieintervall*60)) #
setting tickmarks at selected labels

timemovie: timemovie * movieintervall*60 #setting intervall for next frame
screen ( i )
hist : hist (wtime [[ i ]] , brcaks:breaks , col:" blue" , right{RIIE, main:main,

xlab:un, ylab:ylab, sub=sub, axcs:FALSE)
axis(side=1, Iabels:labels, at:at)
axis(sidc:2)
)
dev. offO frecording off

235
236
237
238
239
240
24r

243

244

245

246
247
248

249
250
251
252
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I $// Lig,brning Code
2
3 {//Variablee that need to be given by user prior to running code
4 longref = 28.34 #[degreea]Selecting lightning longitude to compare with
5 lat!ef = -33.45 f[degrees]Selecting lightning latitude to compare with
6 reference = 200 #[kml selecting mu distance from refpoints allowed
7 timeteststart = ISOdate(2004,03,19,15,00,00, tz="G\4T') #selecting Etarttime

for test
8 timeteststop: ISOdate(2004,03,19,18,00,00, tz:"GVtT") #selecting stoptime for

t est
9 timeintervall = 30 tr[s] chose timeintervall between frames in specific lreg

hiet
10 daytimewindow = 1 f[deys] gelect accuracy in histogrem when plotting complete

distribution of lightning
1l movieintervall : 30 f[minutes] select range of one movie frame (suggeeted is

30 min)
LZ output : sprintf (" /t,ome/ jonas/work/wwlln /output/TH/R:ZOO/" ) #eelect output

ditrectory for output files
13
74 {//Calculating which lightningfile to read in
15 for(i in 1:12) fchecking latitudeE
16{
L7 for(j in 7:24) {checking longitudes
18{
19 latselect : -90*15*(i-1)+7.5 #midpoint in each square
20 longselect = -180*15*( j -1)+7.5
2L longdiff = longselect-longref fdistance from midpoint to selected refpoint
22 latdiff = latselect -latref23 if ( longdiff <=7.5 & latdiff <:7.5) #checking if refpointe i6 within this equare
24{
25 k:i #index of file to read in
26 l:j
27)
28)
2e]
30

#//Selectine which file to scen
filename: iprintf("/home/ionas/data/wwlln/wwlln-%v2d-Vou2d.txt bz2",k'I)
if( longrcf):25 & longref(:35 & latref>: -35 & latref(: -25){
filenamc : sprintf("/home/ionas/work/wwlln/data/wwIIn04051415. txt. bz2")
)

36
{/ / Scanring in lightningfile
connection : bzfile(filename) #defining connection to file
lfile : scan(connection) lfocan in from .bz2-tile
close(conneciion) fclosing connection (to avoid reach ms connections allowed

)
41
42 S//Sorting, out date from file
43 x: 0;((length(lfile)/3)-1) Sindex vector from 0 to
44 longitude : lfile[1+3+x] #takes every third value of
45 latitude : lfile [2+3+x] ftakes every third value of
46 lightningtimedays: lfile[3+3*x] #taket every third

3,6,9...
47 lintdays = as. integer ( lightningtimedays)
48

31
32
JJ

35

J6
39
40

l/3-1 of length(lfile)
f i I e with index 1 ,4 ,7 ...

file with index 2 '5 '8...value of file with index

49 {//Calc.ulating distonce between refpoint end points of lightningstrike8
50 R= 6378,135 fearths equatorial radii [lcn]
51 13d : pi/180 fdefining radians radians
52 latrefrad: latref*rad #lattel in radiane
53 longrefrad : longref+rad
54 latrad : latitude*rad #lat in radians
55 longrad : longitude*rad

tlr"l

56 dlong : longrad - longrefrad ffdifference in latitude
57 dangle : 2*asin((sin((latrad-latrefrad)/2)^2*cos(lat57 dangle : 2*asin((sin( d -l atrefrad ) /2)^2+cos( lat refr ad ) +cos ( Iatrad ) *sin (

56 5=
59 D:

d,lone/ 2') ^ 2)' (1 / 2) )
Rrdangle #disiabce in [cn]
360/40076.592*reference *t[degree] reference lcn in degrees

60#
#//Onlv using meaaurements within that circle
assigncircle : S<=rcference #Eetaitg TRIJE for

reference, FAISE otherwise
lat = latitude I assigncircle ] fonly elemtents
long : longitude I assigncircle ]

61
62

63
64

elementa in "lfile" if S<:

with TRIJE
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72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

87
88
89

91

92
93
94

95

96
97
98

67
68
69
70

100
101
102
103
104
105

Itimcdays : lightningtimedaysI assigncircle]

#/ / Converting time into YYYY--IV|M-DD{IIHv!M-SS. SS from - .DDD.DDDD. . .

Itsec = ltiraedays*24*3600 fconverting to floating seconds
Itime : ISOdatetime(1970,1,1,0,0,0.0,12:"GVfI') + ltsec #8etting dates
Itimetest : as.integer(ltime) $used for testing timewindow selected above

f Dividing timedata into a frame called data$" time" , ex: data$year
register .time : function (b)
{

tlist : Iist o
tlist$year : as.integer(substr(b, 1, 4)) fextracting years
tlist$month : as.integer(substr(b, 6, 7))
tlist$day = as.integer(substr(b, 9, 10))
tlist$hour : as.integer(substr(b, 12, 13))
tlist$minute : as.integer(substr(b, 15, 16))
tlist$second : as.double(substring(b, 18))

*l-Checking diurnal differences 
-tlistEdhour: tlist$hour + tlist$minute/60 + tlist$second/3600 #

colunn with decimal hours, i.e. when during the day did whistler
occur in hours

tlistSdmin = tlist$dhour+60 #column with decimal minutes, i.e. when
during the day did lightning occur in minutes

tlist$dsec: tlist$dmin*60 *Acolumn with decimal eeconds, i.e. when
during the dey did lightning occur in seconds

#--Checking general dates-
t list $date : as. Date(ISOdate( tlist $year, t list Emonth, t list $day) ) #

fu I I date , ex : (2002 -01 -01)tlist$idate = as.integer(tlistSdate) finteger days since epoch (Jan I
I 970)

tlist$fdate = tlist$idate + tlist$dhour/24 gfloating dates, i.e. days
with decimal hours siace epoch

;f-Checking seasonal differences 

-
tlist$nrday : as.integer(format(tlist$date ' '%i") ) #day number, i.e.

which day did a lightning occur counted from jan lst that year
t I i s t $nrmonth : as . integer (format ( t I i s t $date, "Tfit' ) ) #knonth number, i

.e. which month did a lightning occur during the year
tlist

)
ldata : as.data.frame( register.time(ltime)) gdefining call to function

S//Creafing, some factors needed
fyear = factor ( ldataSyear )
fmonth = factor ( ldata$month)
fday : factor ( ldata$day )

ldatahour: split(ldata$hour,fmonth) fhours compared to month, i.e.
distributions during a specific month

ldatamonth = split(ldata$month,fyear) #months compared to years, i.e
long term changes

fyear = as. integer ( levels ( fyear ) ) $only using selected years once

109 {/ /Sefiing, local time at refpoints
110 lowlongref = -172.5 #setting longrefpoints to compare with
111 highlongref : -157.5
1.I2 for(j in 1:24) fchecking longitudes
113 {
174 if(longref<:highlongref & longrefl=lowlongref) #checking if refpoints is

within thiE Equare
115 t
116 timediff : -12+i fsetting correct timedifference at refpoint from UIC
r77 l
118 lowlongref = highlongref
119 highlongref = highlongref*15
12O )
121. clockmarks = c(0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,!6,f8,2O,22,24) gclockmarks in UIC in plots
I22 lclockmarks : clockmarks + timediff $unadjusted local clockmarks
123 $adjusting local clockmarks
124 for(i in 1:13)
125 {
126 if ( lclockmarks Ii]>:24)

diurnal

. very

107
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128 iclockmarksIi] = lclockmarksIi]-24
t2e )
130 if ( lclockmarks li]<: -1)
131 {
132 iclockmarksIi] = lclockraarksIi]*24
133 ]
134 )
135
136 $//Yariablee needed in Plots
it; i'"'rioa :-"ptintr1"7o"- 1o-o.';, tauttEa"te[1] , ldata$dateIlength(ldata$date)]) f

showing Period of measurementa
i38 refpoint :-sirinti(;i"ng=7"" lat:Tas", longref ' latref) flongref and latref as

a string
139 refdist : s-pri'tf ("p7ckm" , reference ) freference as a string
140 ylab: sprintf("Ni of observed lightningstrikes").
fai iim"te"tst".tdisp: as.character(lirneteitstart) #Eelected start time for

display
142 timeteststarttest = as.integer(timeteststart) #selcted start time for uee in

fu nct i on
143 timeteststopdisp = as.character(timeteststop)
I44 timeteststoptest = as. integer ( timeteststop )

145
146
r47 #/ /Histograms
148
149 +//pt"tt Complete distribution of lightning
150 brcaks : "eqlfro*aitiii.i.Sia"t"), 

-tom]ldataSidate)*1' bv:davtimcwindow)
#aetting breaks for dividing data

15i y"..3:-i;;;.izir.tgJrtirvear)l fnot using Jan 1 in first vesr' data for this
date Probably dont exi6t

lS2 labels : as.Oat"!"pii"tit;y*-01-01", years)) ffirst day of each year with
measurements

153 
"t 

: ;".integer(labels) #setting tickmarks at these dates
iSa #airiaitg tlg]5t"ing inio" framee- defined by n breake" and plotting a histogram

including all the lightning
155 filcname = sprintf("%s01ltot.cps", output)
i;; ;"i; = sprinif("ob'served lightning strikes \n %s %s %s" ' refpoint ' refdist 

'
pe riod )

157 sub: sprintf("'Iimewindow for each frame is 7d day(s) \n.Total nr of observcd
lightning are %s" , daytimewindow, length( ldata$1'ear) )

158 postscript(filename) frecording to '€pE
159 hist: hist(ldataEid.ie' br"okl:brcaki' nain:tlain' sLrl>:sub' xlab:""' vlab=

Ylab, axcs=FALSE)
160 axis(sidc:1, labels:labels, at=at)
161 axis(sidc:2)
162 dev. offo
163
16i iil/ptotZ Creating Histogram over total amount of observed lightning based on

year6
165 filcn-ame = sprintf ("%s02lycars eps", output)
166 rrrain : sprintft" l,ietri"i"g" divided into year' of registration \n %s Tos Vas" ,

refpoint , refdist , Period )
167 sub: sprintf("")
168 brcaks : tyeai Itl:(fycarIlength(fvear)]*1)
169 postscript(filename) #recording. to .'eps
1t0 ti"t : fti"d ( ta.t.6v6u'J , 

- 
u."ut"Ibrcaks , sel=" bltre" ' right:FALSE' main:tnain 

'
xlab:"", ylab=ylab, sub:sub, axcs=FAI-SE) ,

fif axis(sidc:1, iabelJ:fveat, at=fvear+ 5, tick:FALSE' linc:-1)
172 axis(sidc:2)
173 dew.offO frecording off
t74
775 #//Plot3 Creating Histogram over total amount of observed lightning baEed on

months
176 filename = sprintf("%s03lmonths eps", output)
177 nrain : sprintf ('' iiitti"i"g divided- into mo'th'of rcgistration \n %s Vos Vos" 

'
refPoint , refdist , Period )

178 labels=;("Feb","Apr","Jun" .' Aug","Oct',"Dec")
l7g at:c(2.5,4.5,6.5,8.5,10'5'12 5)
180 postscript( filename ) #recording to ' ep6
181 hist : hist(ldata$motift, b.".kJ:1:13, col="blrrc'', right:FALSE' main:rnain'

xlab:"" , ylab=ylab, sub:sub, axcs:FALSE)
182 axis(side:r, iabeli:labels, at=at ' tick=FALSE' linc=-1)
i83 axis ( sidc =2)
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185
186 S//Plota Creating Histogram over total amount

days
filename = sprintf("%s04ldays.eps", output)
main : sprintf(" Lightning divided into days of

refpoint , rcfd ist , period )
labels = c(5,10,i5,20,25,30)
at : c(5-5,10.5,15.5,2Q.5,25.5,30.5)
postscript(filename) $recording to .eps
hist : hist ( ldata$day, brcaks =1:32, col=" blue"

"Day number in month", ylab=ylab, sub:srrb,
axis(sidc:1, Iabels:labels, at=at )
axis ( sidc=2)
dev. offO frecording off

187
188

189
190
191
t92

193
194
r95
196
197 $//Plot5 Creating Histogram over total amount of

hours
filcname = sprintf("%s05lhours.eps", output)
nain = sprintf('' Lightning divided into hours of

rcfpoint , refdist , period )
sub : sprintf ("LT:Local Time, UTGUniversal Time
postscript( filename ) frecording to , eps
hist : hist ( ldata$hour , brcaks =0:24 , col:" blue " ,

:"", ylab=ylab, sub:sub, axcs=FAl-SE)
axis ( sidc:1, labels=lclockmarks , at=clockmarks ,

mtext(text="LT", sidc:1, Iinc:1, at=25.5)
axis(sidc=1, labels=clockmarks, at:clockmarks, Iinc:1, tick:FALSE)
mtext(text="UTC" , ride=1, linc=2, at:25.5)
axis(sidc=2)
dev. offO frecording off

209
210 fi//Plot6-17 Plotting histogram with diurnal differences during all months for

the the year during the whole period
271 z=matrix(ncol=24, nrow:12) gdefining matrix
212 x:7:24
213 nr:6
214 for(y in 1:12)
215 t
216 mname = month.nameIy] fselecting the correct name of month
217 m = month.abb[y] fshort name of month
218 filename: sprintf("%s%02dlhours%s.eps", output, Dr, mn) fgiving name to "

filename ". pdf
2f9 raain : sprintf (" Diurtral distribution of lightning for %s \n Vos Tos Vus", rnnalnc,

refpoint , refdist , period ) ;{fftlme of Headline
220 postscript ( filcnamc ) frecording to . eps
227 hist : hist(ldatahour[[y]l , brcaks:0:24, right=FALSE, col:"bluc", main=nain,

xlab='u, ylab:ylab, sub=sub, axes:FALSE)
222 axis(sidc=1, labels=lclockmarks , at:clockmarks , linc=0)
223 mtext(text="LT", side:1, linc=1, at:25.5)
224 axis(sidc:1, labels=clockmarks, at=clockmarks, line:1, tick=FALSE)
225 mtext(text=''LITC", sidc=1, line=2, at=25.5)
226 axis ( sidc:2)
227 dev. offO frecording off
228 z Iy,x]:Ii31 [[2]] trextracting the counts for evey round
229 nr:nr+1
230 )
237

S//PlotlS 3D-image containing above diurnal distr plots
filename : sprintf("%s18limage. eps" , output)
main : sprintf("Diurnal distr of lightning divided into months \n %s %s %s'',

refpoint , refdist , period )
breaks : c(1,5,10,50,100,500,1000,5000,10000,50000,100000)
text : paste(breaks[1:i0], brcaks[2:11], scp="-.") ftext showing values of bar

colors
labels=c ( " Feb" , " Apr" , " Jun" , " Aug"
at=c(2.5,4.5,6.5,8.5,i0.5,12.5)
postscript( filename ) $recording to . eps
par(maec(5 ,5,5 ,8.5) ) gsetting margin parameters with parO , for pdf :ma-c

(5 ,4 ,4 ,7.5) pa:maFc (5 ,5,5 ,8.5)
image(z-, x:1:13, y:0:24, col:rev(heat.colors(10)), brcaks=brcaks, rnain=main

, xlab:"', ylab:"", sub:sub, axcs:FALSE)
grid ( nx=12, ny:24, col:" black" )
axis(side:2, labels:lclockmarks, at=clockmarks, line:0)

184 dev. off ( ) frecording off

of observed lightning based on

registration \n %s %s %s" ,

right=FALSE, main:main, xlab=
axes:FALSE)

198
199

200
201
202

203
204
205
206
207
208

ob6erved lightning based on

registration \n Vos Yos Vos",

Coordinatcd" )

right:FALSE, main=main, xlab

linc:0)

233
234

235
236

237
238
239
240

247

242
243
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249

253

244

246
247
248

254
255
256

257
258

259
260

269
270

272

274
275

284
285
286
287
288
289
290
297

mtext(t€xt="LT", sidc=2, linc:1, at=-2)
axis(sidc:2, labels:clockmarks, at=clockmarks, linc=1.5, tick=FALSE)
mtext(text="UTC' , sidc:2, linc:2.5 , at---2)
axis(sidc:1, tabels:labels, at:at, line:-1, tick:FALSE)
par(ma-c(10,45,10,5.7), neu=TRUE) #defining shape for next plot and pasting

it on top of previous plot, for pdf :maec(10 '23,10'6) ps:mar:c
(10,45 ,10,5.7)

barpiot(height:rep(1,10) , nxcs=FALSE, horiz=TRUE, col+ev(heat.colors(10) ) 'width:1, space:.5) fplot showing colors
mtext(text=text, sidc:4, at:c(1,2.5,4,5.5,7 '8.5'10,11.5,13,L4.5) ' las:2, linc

--.5) #text showing values
mtext(text:"Nr of lightning" , sidc:4, at:16, las=2, linc:.5) #headline of

text
dev. offo

251

#//Plotlg 3D-persp containing above diurnal distr
filename : sprintf("%s19lpersp.eps", output)
main = sprintf(" Diurnal distribution of lightning

, refpoint , refdist , period )
postscript ( filename ) #recording to . eps
persp(z:2, x:1:12, y:1t24, col:" blue" , rnain:rnairt,

, zlab:ylab, sub:sub, theta=60, phi:30, r:.1 
'dev. offo

Scontour(z:z,x:0:24,y:1:13, main:"Diurnal Distr of Whistlers Divided into' 
Montirs, Tihany Hungary", xlab:"Uf0 Time IHours]', ylab:"Months", sub:"")

267
$// Preparing for plot 2O znd 27, sorting lightningoccasions into into

correct movie frames
movieframe : seq(frorn=timeteststarttest, to=timetcststoptest, bJE

movieintervall*60) Slimits for longitude in l-data, size of square
fltimetest : cut(ltirnetest , brcaks=movieframe) #factor for ltimetest , i.e.

sorting which movieframe they fall in
Itime: splitllti*ctest, fltimetest) #splitting upp l-data depending on which

movieframe they belong to
latmovie : split (lat , fltimetest )
longmovie : split (long , fltimetest )

268
#// Plor 20 movie with lightning strikes
filename : sprintf ("%s20lmovioplot eps", output) #rame of file
timemovie : timetestst art #aetting 6tart time for movie
postscript ( filenamc )
for ( i in 1 : length( ltime ) ) flooping through movie frames
{
uriirr : sprintf (' Observcd lightning strikcs %s %s \n Time framc = o/as Lo %s LIIU

', rcfpoint, refdist, as.character(timemovie), as.character(timemoviel
movieiutervall*60) )

511f = sprintf("Total amount of lightning strikcs areTal", length(longmovie[[i
ll) ) fprinting time intervall in each frame

tirnemovie: tirnemovie + movieintervall*60 fsetting intervall for next frame
screen(i) fplotting each frame on a new screen
plot(longmovle tti ll, latmovie [[i ]j , xlim=c(longref -D, longreflD) , vlirn:c(

latref -D, l;ir;f.+D) , urarin:Inaitt, xlab=" Longitudc" , 1'lab:" Latitudc" , srrb:
sub, t1..pc ="p", col="bluc") #plotting lightning

faxis(side:1, labels=, at:longref , line=1)
]
dev. offo

283
#/ / Plot 21 movie with hist of lightning
filenamc = sprintf("%s2llmovichist.cps", output)
rrririrr : "prinif (" Ob.served lightning strikes Tos Tos" , rcfpoint , rcfdist )
tincmovie = timetestst art #6etti^g start time for movie
postscript ( filename ) #recording to ' pdf
for(i in 1:length(ltirne))
{
sub: sprintf("Tirnewindow for each frame is 7d secords \n T9t1] amourrt of

lightning strikes are Ytd,", timcintervall , length(ltime [{i ]]) )
brcaks : seq( from=as. integer ( timemovie), to=as. integer ( timemovie+

movieintervall*60), b5=timeintervall) fdividing lightningstrikes into
frames

labels : c ( as. character ( timemovie), as . character ( timemovie+m ov iei n te rvall*60)
) Sselecting which labels to show

at = c(as.integ6r(timeniovie), as.integer(timemovietmovieintervall*60)) #
setting tickmarkE at selected labels

timemovie: timemovie * movieintervall*60 #settinE intervall for next framc

plots (quite bad plot)

for all months \nVosTus%"s"

xlab:" I\{onths" , ylab:" Hours"
d:t )

266
267

277
278
279

280
287
282
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296 screen(i)
297 hist : hist ( lt jrne [[ i ]] ' br.aks=]rrr'r,k" , cor:'blrrt. . ri rrtITRLJE, rntiir:rnairrxlab=, r.liib:r'l;rir, srrlr=srrl>. rr_rc.:FALSE)-'-'-'298 axis(.i,1, =t. labels= labels. Lr=, j )299 axis(siclc:2)
300 ]
301 dev. off O frecording off
302 #
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5
4

$// Correlation Code

#//Yariebles that need6 to be given by user prior to running code
framesize:0.5 #[degrees] Selecting size of square to cover the eerth and

hencely to run correlation for, must be a factor of 15, i.e 1,3,5 or 15'
due to sourcedata eorted into frames of 15 degrees of width, less than

l is ok, for example 0.5. Warning, program will run slowly for small
frames

timewindow = 30 #[s] Select slize ot time for running correlation between
whistlers and lightning. Not to large due to bad correlation, but also
not to Emall due to risk of whistler and its lightningstroke ending up
in different frames. Good suggestion is around 30 eeconds

wfile : sprintf("/home/ionas/work/correlation/data/Tihany. txt") fSelect which
whistler file you want to scan, full path to file needed

sn = sprintf(''TH") $give short name of whistler station, ex: Tihany Hungary:
TH, Dunedin New Zealand =DN... used for naming output file

output : s p ri nt f ( " /home/jonas/work/ co r relat i o n / output /" ) fselect output
ditrectory for output file , full path needed

$//Name of files containing final reult
resultfile = sprintf ("%s%scorrFS%3.1{f\Md.xyz", output

timewindow )
rangefilc = sprintf("%scorr-rangefile . txt", output)

10
11

13

#//Whistlerdato that need to be scanned in
wfile: scan(wfile)

L4
15

{//F"eading in and creating a list with whistler data
register . wtime = function (a)
i

tlist = list o
tlist$year : as.integer(substr(a, 1, 4))
tlist$rnonth : as.integer(substr(a, 5, 6))
tlist $day : as. integer(substr(a, 7, 8))
tlist$liour : as.integer(substr(a, 9, 10))
tlist$minutc = as.integer(substr(a, 11, 12))
t I i st $second : as . double( substring (a, 13, 17) )

#--Checking diurnal differences 
-tlist$dhour = tlist$hour * tlist$miuute/60 + rlist$second/3600 #

decimal hours, i.e. when during the day did whistler occur in
hours

#-Checking general dates-
t list $date : as. Datc(ISOdate ( t li st $year, t list $month, t li st $dav) ) #

full date , ex: (2QO2-01-Ol)
tlist$idate = as.integer(tlistSdate) $integet days since epoch (Jan 1

1970)
32 tlist$fdate = tlist$idate + tlist$dhour/24 $floating dates, i.e. days

with decimal hours sincc epoch
33 tlist
34)
35 wdata : as.data.frame(registcr.r'tirne(wfile)) #wdata$name to call for variabel
36

#//Preparitt comparison by defining time-fremes (breaks) in which to sort
whistler and lightning dat&

start : wdata$idate [1] fstartdate in time for comparison
stop = wdata$idatc Ilength(wdata$idate)] fstopdate for comparison
dafiirnewindow = timewindow/86400 fconverting timewindow from seconds to days
brcaks : seq(from:start, to=stop+1, by:daytirnewindow) #Eetting breaks for

dividing data in between
l>rcaks = sort ( br<:aks ) fsort i ng breaks
nB = length( brcaks ) rlfnumber of breaks
Sf.tzz to handle cases where points are " effectively on" the boundaries
diddle = 1e-7 * median( diff ( brt:aks ) ) #small number based on median difference

between breaks
ftzz : c(-diddle, rep. int (diddle, length(brcaks) - L)) #vecror lenght(breaks)

to move breaks slightly to include points on limit
brctrks : hrcaks * fuzz Ssetting new breaks values
storage.mode(brcaks) = "double" #storing breaks as double since 'C below

calls G-code
49

#//Histfunction (don't use this function in other program6, all security and
options rcmoved for increased speed!!!)

neq'hist : function(x, brcaks)
t

framesize

L2

77
18
19
20
2l
22
23
24

26
27
28

29
30

31

38
39
40
41

42

44

48

51
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53 n : as.integer(length(x)) flength of data-vector to be sorted
54 storage.mode(x) = "double" fstoring data as double since -C below calls C-

code
55 fwith the fuzz adjustment above, the "right" and "include" arguments are

often irrelevant (not with integer data! )
56 counts: .C("bincount", X, r, brt:aks, as.integer(nB), counts=integer(nB - 1),

r i g h t =TRLIE, i n c l u d e jTRIJE, naok:FALSE, NAOIGFALSE. DLTF-FALSE, PACKAGF'
basc" ) $counts

Jt I

S//Dividing whistlers into time-frames defined by breaks above and assigning
1 to values>1

wcounts : newhist(wdata$fdate, brcakr:brcaks)
wcouuts I wcounts >i] = t

S//Sorting out and only using cells for days with whistlers received, (wwlln
is assumed to always function). Due to that newhist returns zeros for
days with receiver not functioning. These zeros must not contribute to
correlation. Also preparing result for use when calculating corr

daycountindex = 1/daytimervindorv fnr of cells assigned per day to Eort counts
into

rvdaysspan : start ; stop Sall days betwen start and stopdays for rmeasurements
wdays : as. integer ( levels ( factor(rvdata$idate ) ) ) #d"y" with whistlers
wassign: is.element(r'dalsspan, wdaJ's) #IRUE for days including w-

measurements
wassign : rep(wassign, each=daycountindex) frepeating wassign for all cells

for these particular days
wcounts = wcountsIwassign] fonly cells for days with w-measurements selected
wdif f : wcounts - mm( rvcounts ) #extracting dif ference for use f urther down
wdiffsq : srm( rvdiff - 2)' .5 #extracting factor for denominator in calculating

corr

60
61

63

64

65
66
67

68

69
70
7I

/J

74

78
79

80
81
82
83
84
db
86

72
#//Cleanine up to increase speed
m(timewindow, wf ilc , sn , output

fuzz , wcounts, daycountindex
variables

88
89
90
91
ot

94
95
96

98

99

of program
, wdata, start, stop, daytimewindow, diddlc
, rvdal'sspan) $removing all unnececary

of length ( lfi le )
with index I ,4 ,7 . . .

with index 2,5,8...
of file with index

L02

S//Reading, in the files containing lightningdata, data divided into files
covering l5*15 degrees, selecting correct file

nrofsquares:15,/framcsizc $nr of squares in each dimension per file
halfframc : frantcsize/2 fused in arguments below to determine distance from

refpoint to end of square

for(i in i:12) findex of files with lightningdata in latitude
{
for(j in L:24) Sindex of files with lightningdata in longitude
{
latref : -90f15+(i -1) fstart value for latref in selected file
longrcf : -180+15+(j -1) #start value for longref in selected file

87
$/ /Scanting in lightningfile
filename : sprintf ("/home/ionas/data/wwlln/wwlln-o/oO2d-VoA2d.Lxt b22",i,i)
fileconnect.ion : bzfile (filename) fdefining connection to file
lfile = scan(fileconnection) fscan in from .bz2-file
close ( fileconnection ) fclosing connection (to avoid reach mu connections

allowed )
93

#//Sortine out data from file
x: 0:((length(lfile)/3)-1) $index vector from O to 7/3-1
longitude : lfile [1+3*x] #takes every third value of file
latitude = I fi Ie [2+3+xj ftakes every third value of fi le
lightningtimedays : lfile [3+3*x] #takes every third value

3 ,6 ,9...
lintdays : as. integer ( lightningtimcdays)

rnn

$//Sotfitg out lightningdates for when whistlermeasurements exist, no
interest in lightning statistics where there &re no w-statistics. At
deeper inspection this section might look ok to remove (similar sorting
takes place in inner loop below), however, speed in loops below is
increased plus a security feature when measurements are out of bounds
for breaks in newhist are catered for. Keep this part of code!

assigndays : is.elcment(lintdays, wdays) #IRIIE for days with whistlers,
length ( assigndays ):ls1g15 ( lintdays )
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r03 lightningtimedays : lightningtimedaysIassigndays] fonly using days with
whistlers

longitude : longitude I assigndays ]
Iatitude = latitude Iassigndays ]

104
1tr5

107
108

109
110
111
172

113
174

115
116

1n6

fi//Sotting lightningoccasions into correct aquarea
longlim = seq(from:longref , to:longref *15, bpframesize) Slimite for

longitude in l-data, eize of Bquare set by framesize
latlim = seq(from=latref , to:latref*15, by=framesize)
flong : cut(longitude, longlim) gfzctot for longitude
flat = cut(iatitude, latlim)
lightningtimcdays: split(lightningtimedays, list(flong,flat)) #Eplitting upp

l-data depending on long and lat

longref : longlim[-1] -halfframe #uaing a, ll elements minus f irst one,
subtracting halfframe to get midpointg

latref : latlim[-1]-halfframe
longref: rep(longref, times=nrofsquares) frepeating longref to fill squarea

of file (exl23l23l23)
L17 lat ref : rep( latref , each:nrofsquares ) fex(1 11222333)
r18
119 *//Loopite for every square in file
L20 for(k in lrnrofsquares^2) fnrofsquares defined just before first loop above
721 {
722 ltimedays : lightningtimedays[[k]l trselecting lightning for every square
L23 longselect : longrefIk] Sselecting refpoints
124 latselect - latrefIk]
t25

{//Dividing, lightning into time-frames defined by breaks above
lcounts : newhist(ltimedays, brcaks=brcaks)

ro0

126
127

#//Selectins days with w-meaaurements to avoid false
from Etsrt to stop defined by breaks)

lcounts : lcountsIwassign] {Aonly celle for deys with
zeroe for other days)

IcountsIlcounts>1]:1 fassigning logical values (i.e.1) to counts >1

r29 correlation (all days

Fmeaaurements (removing

to rangefile

of length ( reeult )

corr
, resultfile, range

130

131

133
134
tJc

141 #/ / Cloeine
r42 )
143 )r44 )

t32
#//Correleting logical results and extracting value
ldiff : lcounts-meanr(lcounts) fused in corr function below
corr : sm(ldiff*wdiff)/(srm(ldiff ^2)^.5*wdiffsq) {Asame as ccf but much

faster
136

$/ /Writing, result to reeultf ile
result = sprintf("7"6.If %5-lf %12.9 f", longselect , latselect , corr)
write(result , resultfile , appendlfRUE) gwriting result to resultfile

appending result behind earlier results

137
138
139

140
loops

145
146 $/ /Exttacting the range (min and mu) of corr and writing
L47 result = scan( resultfile ) fscanning in reeultfile
148 x = 0:((length(result)/3)-1) findex vector from o b f/3-l
149 corr : result[3+3*x] fextracting corr
150 range : range(corr , na.rrHfR[IE) fextracting mu and min of
151 text = sprintf ("7c, Min-correlation9of Mu-correlation4of"

It], range[2]) fcreating text to be printed
152 writ€(text, rangefile , append:.llRllE) #writing text to rangefile , appending

regult behind earlier resulta
153
154
155

#/ /Removine all remaining
m(framesize, resultfile,

wdiffsq , nrofsquares ,

longitude, latitude ,

latlim , flong , flat ,

corr, result, text)

variables to clean up efter running progr&m
rangefile , brcaks, nB, wdays, wassign, wdiff,
halfframc, latref , longref, filename, lfile , x,

lightningtimedays, lintdays, assigndays, longlim,
Itimedays, longselect , latselect , lcounts, ldiff ,

156
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{// Correlation Code Time Slize

3
4

$//Yariables that needs to be given by user prior to running code
framcsize = 1 #[ degrees ] Selecting size of square to cover the earth and

hencely to run correlation for, must be a factor of 15, i.e 1,3,5 or 15,
due to sourcedata sorted into frames of 15 degrees of width, less than

1 is ok, for example 0.5. Warning, program will run slowly for small
frames

tirrcwindorv = 30 #[s] Select slize ot time for running correlation between
whistlers and lightning. Not to large due to bad correlation, but also
not to small due to risk of whistler and its lightningstroke ending up
in different frames. Good suggestion is around 30 seconds

rvfile : spri ntf (" /home/ionas/work/ corrclat ion / data/ Tihany, txt" ) fselect which
whistler file you want to scan, full path to file needed

sn = sprintf("TtI") $give short name of whistler station, ex: Tihany Hungary:
TTI, Dunedin New Zealand:DN... used for naming output file

output = sprintf("/home/jonas/work/correlation/output/output,TS/TlI/") gselect
output ditrectory for output file, full path needed

sizeoftimcintcrvalls :3 #[hours] Select size of time slice to sort
lightningdata into, must be factor of 24, select 24 if no slicing
desired (slows down code)

tn

$//Name of files containing final reult
rangefilc : sprintf("%scorr-rangcfile . txt", output)

11
l2

14 $/ /Whisfletdata that necd to be scanned in
t5 wfile = scan(wfile)
l6

ff//Reading in and creating a list with whistler data
register .wtime : function (a)
i

tlist = list o
tlist$year : as.integer(substr(a, 1, 4))
tlist$month : as.integer(substr(a, 5, 6))
tlist$day = as.integer(substr(a, 7, 8))
tlist$hour = as.integer(substr(a, 9, 10))
tlist$minute : as.integer(substr(a, 11, 12))
tlistSsecond : as.double(substring(a, 13, l7))
#-Checking diurnal differences 

-tlistSdhour: tlist$hour * tlist$minute/60 + tlist$second/3600 S
decimal hours, i.e. when during the day did whistler occur in
hours

:{-Checking general dates-
t li $t $date : as. Date(ISOdate( t list $year . t list Smonth, t I ist $day) ) f

full date, ex: (20O2-01-01)
tlistSidate: as.int€ger(tlist$dat€) finteger days since epoch (Jan 1

I 970)
tlist $fdate = tlist$idate + tlist$dhour/21 gfloating dates, i.e. days

with decimal hours since epoch
tlist

I
wdata = as.data.frame(register.wtime(wfile)) #wdata$name to call for variabel

36
37 $//Preparing comparison by defining time-frames (breaks) in which to sort

whistler and lightning data
38 start: wdata$idate[1] fstartdate in time for comparison
39 stop : wdataEidateFength(u'data$idate)] fstopdate for comparison
40 daytiraewindow = timewindow/864Oo {cotverting timewindow from seconds to days
41 brcaks = seq(from=start, to=stop+1, bledaytimewindorv) #setting breaks for

dividing data in between
42 brcaks : sort(brcaks) $sorting breaks
43 al : length(brcaks) *tnumber of breaks
44 $ftzz to handle cases where points are neffectively on" the boundaries
45 diddlc:1e-7 * median(diff(brcaks)) #small number based on median difference

between breaks
46 fuzz: c(-diddle, rep.int(diddle, length(brcaks) - 1)) fvector lenght(breaks)

to move breaks slightly to include points on limit
47 brcaks = brcaks * fuzz #setting new breaks values
48 storage.mode(brcaks) : "doublc" Sstoring breaks as double since .C below

calls C-code
49
50 {//Hisrfunction (don't use this function in other programs, all security and

options removed for increased speed!!!)
51 ncwhist : function(x, brcaks)

L7
18
19
20
2r
22
23

25
26
27
28

29
30

J1

33
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52
CJ

60
61

56

57

t
n = as.integer(Iength(x)) Slength of data-vector to be sorted
storage.mode(x) = "double" fstoring data a6 double since .C below calls C--

code
#with the fuzz adjustment above, the "rightn and ninclude" arguments are

often irrelevant (not with integer data!)
counts : .C("bincount", X, !, brcaks, as.integer(nB), counts=integer(nB - 1)

r i g h t =TR[IE, i n c l u d e=IRIiE, naok:FALSE, NAOIGFALSE, DIIFFALSE, PACKAGF"
base" ) $counts

)
<a

{//Dividing whistlers into time-frames defined by breaks above and assigning
1 to vslues>1

wcounts = newhist(wdata$fdaie, brcaks=brcaks)
wcountsIwcounts>l] = i

62
#//Sorting out and only using cells for daye with whietlerE received, (wwlln

is assumed to always function). Due to that newhist returna zeros for
days with receiver not functioning. These zeros mu6t not contribute to
correlation. Also preparing result for use when calculating corr

daycountindex : 1/daytimewindow fnr of cells assigned per day to sort count6
into

wdaysspan : start : stop fall days betwen start and stopdays for emeaeurements
wdays : as. integer( levels (factor(wdata$idate ) ) ) trdays with whistlers
rvassign: is.elemcut(wdaysspan, wdays) IfIRIJE for days including w-

me asu r€ ment a
wassign : rep(wassign, each=daycountindex) $repeating wassign for all cells

for these particular days
wcounts = wcounts Iwassign ] fonly cells for days with Fmeasurements selected

7i

#//Fixine timeslizes
nrofintervallsperday = 24/sizeoftimcintervalls fnr of time intervalls that 24

h period is 6plit into
nrofbinspertimeslice:3600*sizeoftimeintervalls/timewindow fnr of bins per

selected time slice
nrofbinspcrday = 86400/tirnervindow $nr of bins per day
nrofbins : stm( wassign ) #tr of counts used
rcf : 0:(nrofbinspertimeslice -I) #ret vector to add on to index
startindcx : seq(fron:1, to=nrofbins , b57=nrofbinsperday ) #vector containing

the first index clements for the first time slice

63

64

65
66
67

(L
72

74
75
76
77

79
80

84
55

86
87
88
89
90
91
92

ff//Cleaning up to increase speed of program
m( timewindow , wf ile , sn , output , rvdata , start

fuzz, daycotntindcx, wdaysspan) fremoving
, stop, daytimcwindow, diddle ,

all unnececary variables
an

fi//Reading in the files containing lightningdata, data divided into files
covering 15*15 degrees, selecting corr€ct file

nrofsquares:15/framesize lnr of squares in each dimension per file
halfframe = f.ramesize/2 fused in arguments below to determine dietance from

refpoint to end of square

94
95
96
97
98

for(i in
{
for(j in
{
latref = -90f15*(i -1) fstart value for latref in eelected file
longref = -180+15*(j -1) #6tart value for longref in selected file

o?

ft/ /Scanning in lightningfile
filename : sprintf ("/homc/ionas/d,ata/wwlln/wwlln-ToO2d-ToO2d.txl .b22" ,i,i)
filcconnection = bzfile (filename) #defining connection to filc
lfile : scan(filcconnection) ffxczn in from .bz2-file
close(fileconnection) fclosing connection (to avoid reach mu connections

allowed )
99

100 fi//SortinE, or, d"rF
i01 x = 0:((length( Ifile )/3)-1) findex vector from 0 to
1O2 lo!gitude: lfileIf+g*x] #takes every third value of
103 latitude = lfile [2+3*x] ftakes every third value of
104 lightningtimedays: lfile[3+3*x] #t&kes every third

3,6,9...
105 Iintdays = as. integer ( lightningtimcdays)
lna

1:12) Sindex of files with lightningdata in latitude

I:24) $index of files with lightningdata in longitude

7/3-t of length( lfile )
f i le with index I ,4 ,7 ..

f i l e with itdex 2 ,5 ,8. ..
value of file with index
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107 ff//Sorting out lightningdates for when whistlermeasurements exist, no
interest in lightning statistics where there are no w-statistics. At
deeper inspection this section might look ok to remove (similar sorting
takes place in inner loop below), however, speed in loops below is
increased plus a security feature when measurements are out of bounds
for breaks in newhist are catered for. Keep this part of code!

108 assigndays = is.element(lintdays, rvdays) #IRUE for days with whistlers,
length ( assigndays ):length ( lintdays)

109 lightningtirredays = lightningtimedays I assigndays ] fonly using days with
whistlers

110 longitude : longitude I assigndays ]
i11 latitude = latitudc I assigndays ]

S//Sotting lightningoccasions into correct squares
longlim = seq(frorn=longref , to=longref f 15, bleframesizc) flimits for

loDgitude in l-data, size of square set by framesize
latlim : seq(from=latref , to=latref +15, b5=framesize)
flong = cut(longitude, longlim) #factor for longitude
1131 = cut( latitude , latlim )
lightningtimedays : split(lightningtimedays

l-data depending on long and lat
list (flong, flat )) #splitting upp

Iongrcf = longlim[-1] -halfframc Susing all elements minus f irst one,
subtracting halfframe to get midpoints

latref : latlirn [-1]-halfframe
longref : rep(longref, times:nrofsquarcs) frepeating longref to fill squares

of file (exl23L23l23)
latref : rep(latref , each=nrofsquares) fex(117222333)

125 #//Loopine for every square in file
726 for(k in 1: nrofsquares ^2) $nrofsquares defined just before first loop above
727 {
128 ltimedays : lightningtimedays [[k]] trselecting lightning for every square
129 longselect = longrcf Ik] fselecting refpoints
130 latselect : latrefIk]

#//Dividine lightning into time-frames defined by breaks above
lcounts : newhist ( ltimedays , breaks:brcaks )

113
1,14

115
116
117
118

119
r20

12r
t22

123

132
133

136

S//Selecting days with rmeasurements to avoid false
from start to stop defined by breaks)

lcounts : IcountsIwassign] $only cells for days with
zeros for other days)

lcountsIlcounts>1] = 1 fassigning logical values (i.e

correlation ( all days

w-measurements ( removing

.1) to counts )1

use further

calculating

faster

148
i49
150
151

139 $//Dividing whistlers (and lightning) into time intervalls during 24h period
140 tstart:0
141 tstop : sizeoftimeintervalls
!42 indexref : startindex
143 for(l in 1:nrofintervallsperday)
t44 t
145 resultfile : sprintf ("%s%scorrf ileFSZdTW/dTS=7d-o/oJ.xyz", output , sn,

framesizc , timewindow, tstart , tstop )
146
L47 binindex: rep(indexref, each:nrofbinspcrtimeslice) $attaining right length

of index with correct "base" value
binindex = binindcx t ref fadding on to get correct index values
rvcountsuse : wcounts{binindcx] fonly using selected bins
Icountsuse : lcounts Ibinindcx]
indexref: indexref * nrofbinspertimeslice #setting startindex for selecting

next time slice

153 tstart: tstop #tstart for next file
L54 tstop: tstop + sizeoftimeintervalls #tstop for next file

156 $//Correlating logical results and extracting value
157 u'diff = wcountsuse - mm(rvcountsuse ) fextracting difference for

down
158 wdiffsq = sm( wdiff ^2) .5 Sextracting factor for denominator in

corr
159 ldiff : Icountsuse-mm(lcountsusc) #used in corr function below
160 ldiffsq : stm( ldif t 2)' .5
161 corr : sln( ldif f *wdiff )/( ldiffsq*wdiffsq) lbame as ccf but much
t62
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163
164
165

#/ /Wtifine reeult to resultfile
result = sprintf("%6.1f Yo1.7f yolz.9f", longselect , latselect , corr)
write(result, resultfile, appendJTRIJE) #writing reeult to resultfile 

'appending result behind earlier reEults

767
168
169
t70
177
772
173
t74
175
t76
t77
178

779
180
181
t82
183

184

185
186
187

189
190

166

S/ / Cloaing, loope
]

$//Extracting the range (min and mu) of corr end writing to rangefile
tstart = 0
tstop = sizeoftimeintervalls
for(m in 1: nrofintervallsperday)
{
resultf ile : sprintf ("%s%scorrFSTdTrvlP/d'196-o76. xyz" , output , sn, framesize ,

timewindow, tstart , tstop)
result : scan( resultfile ) fscanning in reeultfile
x: 0:((length(result)/3)-1) findex vector from o t'o l/3-l of length(result)
corr : result[3a3*x] jlextracting corr
range = range(corr, na.rdIR[IE) #extracting max and min of corr
text : sprintf ("7c, Min-correlation9of. Mu-correlation+of", resultfile , range

[1], rangel2l) $creating text to be printed
write(text, rangefile , appendJfRUE) #writing text to rengefile , appending

result behind earlier reEultg
tstart: tstop #tEt&rt for next file
tstop: tstop + sizeoftimeintervalls #tstop for next file
i

188
#//Removing all remaining variables to clean up efter running program
m(framesize , resultfile , rangefile , breaks , nB, wdays, wassign , wdiff ,

wdiffsq , nrofsquares , halfframe, latref, longref, filename, lfile ' x,
longitude, latitude, lightningtimedays, lintdays, assigndays, longlim
latlim, flong, flat , ltimedays, longselect, latselect , lcounts, ldiff
corr, result, text)

191
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1

2

4

$// Cotrelation Model Control Code

ff//Yzriables that needs to be given by user prior to running code
wf i le = spri ntf ( " /home/ ionas / data/ whist lers/whd-cs0-20020227 -20050518. 1xt " ) #

Select which whistler file you want to scan, full path to file needed
efile : sprintf("/home,/jonas/work/correlation/data/whistler-logs-tihany . log" )

frefdata
output = spri ntf ( " /home/jonas/work/cor re lat io n / ottput /" ) fselect output

ditrectory for output files
station: sprintf("Tihany, Hungary") fgive the name of the whistler station (

include country)
sn : sprintf("TH") #give short name of station, i.e. the first letters in

name and country:--
#//Dats that need to be scanned in
wfile = scan(wfile)
efile = scan( efile , what:" character" )

10
11
12

creating a list with whistler data
function (a)

74
i5
16
77
18
19
20
27
22
23
24
25

f//Reading in end
registcr.wtime :
{

tlist = list o
tlist$year : as.integer(substr(a, 1, 4))
tlist$month : as.integer(substr(a, 5, 6))
tlist$day : as.integer(substr(a, 7, 8))
tlist$hour : as.integer(substr(a, 9, 10))
tlistEminute : as.integer(substr(a, 1i, f2))
tlistl$second : as.double(substring(a, 13))
*+Checking diurnal differences 

-tlist$dhour: tlist$hour 1 tlist$minute/60 + rlist$second/3600 #
decimal hours, i.e. when during the day did whistler occur in
hours

#--Checking general dates-
t list $date : as. Date(ISOdate( t list $year, t list l0month, t list $day) ) f

full date, ex: (2002-01-01)
tlist$idate = as.integer( tlistEdate) #integer days since epoch (Jan 1

797o)
29 tlist$fdate: tlist$idate * tlist$dhour/24 gfloating dates, i.e. days

with decimal hours since epoch
30 t list
31 )
32 wdata : as.data.frame(register.wtime(wfilc)) #wdata$name to call for variabel
33

S//F.eading, in and creating a list with reference data
register .etime : function(b)
{

tlist : list o
tlist$year : as.integer(substr(b, 18, 21))
tlistEmonth = as.integer(substr(b, 23, 24))
tlist$day = as. integer(substr(b, 26, 27))

#-Checking general dates-
t list $date : as. Date(ISOdate ( tlis t $year, t list $month, t list $day) ) f

full date , ex: (20O2-01-01)
tlist$idate : as.integer( tlist$date) finteger days since epoch (Jan 1

1 e70)
tlist

]
edata : as.data.frame( register . etime( efile ) ) fedata$name to call for variabel

48
ff//Prepating comparison by defining variables
start = mx(wdata$idateIr], edata$idate [1]) $startdate for comparieon
stoP:min(wdata$idatelength(wdata$idate)], edata$idateIlength(edata$idate)

1)
startdate = Iro(wdata$date[1], edata$date[1]) fstartdate for comparison
stopd ate = min( wdataSdate I length ( wdata$date ) ], edata$date I length ( ed ata$ i d at e )

l)
wedaysspan: start:stop fall days betwen start and stopdays fot w/e-

meaaurements
wdays : as. integer ( levels ( factor(wdata$idate ) ) ) gdays with whistlers
edays : as. integer( levels (factor(edata$idate ) ) ) fdays with ref meaaurementa
wassign = is.element(wedaysspan, wdays) fIRUE for days including e

meaaurements

26
27

45
46
47

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
47
42
43

49
50
51

52
53

54
55

56
57
58
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59
60
61
62

eassign = is . element(wedaysspan , edays )

compare = wassign:eassign *gIRIJE when eassign and waasign metch
compare : as. integer (compare ) #AIRIIE:I , FAISE-0

63
64 $// Ctezting reference vector. l=match, 2=no whistlers system running, 3=

whsitlere , system not running
65 reference : 1:length(wedaysspan)
66 for( i in 1:length(wedaysspan))
67{
68 if ( wassign I i]==1 & eassign Ii]::1)69 referenceIi] :1
70 if (wassignIil==0 & eassign Ii]::0)71 referenceIi] :2
72 if (wassignIi]==0 & eassign Ii]::1)73 referenceIi] = 3
74 if (wassignIi]==1 & eassign Ii]::9175 referenceIi] :4
76]
77

#/ / Converting time into YYYYlvtLfDDfrom . .DDD. . . .

wefile : ISOdate(1970,1,1, tz="GVlI') * wedaysspan*86400 #setting dates
an

#//Readine in and creating a list with this dats
register . wetime = function (c)
{

tlist : list o
tlistEyear : as.integer(substr(c, 1, 4))
tlistBmonth : as.integer(substr(c, 6, 7))
tlistSday = as.integer(substr(c, 9, 10))

#-Checking general dates-
t I ist $date : as. Date (ISOdate( t I ist l8year, t list Emonth, t I ist Edav) ) #

full date, ex: (2OO2-01-01)
tlistEidate = as.integer(tlistSdate) $integer daye aince epoch (Jan

1 e70)
tlist

)
wedata : as.data.frame( register

variabel
wetime(wefile)) #edataSname to cell for

78
79

81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

91

ot
93
94

96
97
98
99

100

$// Creating some factors and stert and Etop month for plots
fyear = factor(rvedataEyear) #factot of yeerg
fmonth = factor(wedata$month)
wedatasplit = split ( reference , list (fmonth, fyear ) , drop=IRUTE) fcontaining

hite divided by month and year, skipping months without measurement (
dToPJTRUE)

startmonth : sprintf("7os-7c" , wedata$year [1] , wedataEmonth [1] ) ffirst year
and month

stopnonth = sprintf("7cs-7c", wedata$year[ength(wedata$year)], wedataEmonthI
length(wedataSmonth)]) ;filast year and month

102
103

fi/ /Plora

#//Plofl plotting releitve result in hist
filename = sprintf("%s%scmchist. eps", output , sn)
ratio : srm(compare)/length(compare)r100 #ratio in Vo for matches
period = sprintf("%s to %s", startdate, stopdate) fperiod of meaeurement
main: sprintf("Match ratio of model used in correlation code compared to \n

reference file for defining days when station not working")
sub = sprintf("%s %s \n Match ratio is To52f. petcert", station, period, ratio

)
postscript( filename )
hist : hist(compare, brcaks=c(0,.5,1), col:"blue", main=main, sub+ub, ylab:'

Nr of days", xlab:"", axcs=FALSE)
axis(side=1, labels=c("Mismatches" ,"Matches"), at+ (.25 ,.75), linc=-1, tick=

FALSE)
axis ( side:2)
dev. offo

7t7
#//Plot2 Comparing days with image
ncol = length(wedatasplit) #nr of columns in matrix
z:matrix(ncol:ncol r nrow:3l) fdefining matrrix

104
105
106
107
108
109
110

tL2
113

174

u5
r16

118
119
720
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12T
722
123

x:1:31 #refvector for matrix
noll : rep(0r31) glefyecto-r.setting O to days in first month'"';,ln"o1?;**1'"1'"f'!'Tf.il[-;1,:l;x]liltiiii+'"a"i"60"'i"'i1') fdavs (index)
wedatasplit ttt]1 : reolace(,ioll, r"r,---"a.tasplit [[1]l) fsetting zeros beforefirat meaaurement in iirst'montil a* after rast date to fill to 31 ifneceasatey
noll : rsp(9,31 -length(wedatasplit [[ length( wedatasplit) ] ] ) ) grefvectorsetting zeros for last monih _iihor-t meaaurementswedatasplil[[Iength(wedatasplit)ti :Lpo"r'ai.*,"i"l""pirt[.[ length(wedatasplir)ll, noll, after=length(wedaiisprii-lii"rgtnlwedataspljt) 

ll ) )
for(y in 1:ncol) gfilling matrix with values
tif(identical(Iength(wedatasplitltv.ll),"".integer(30))) 

#filling up gaps in
f#?t;tt'n 

zeroa to tttct ienlifi=3l ;f every month, ex 3o-days gives
wedatasplit Itvll Ietl = 0

:L!j:i,: : I Il:Tsthi wed a.i.aspti t [ [ v ] I ), as . integer ( 2 e ) ) )weqarasprrr IIy I I : append(wedatasplit [[v]l,r.p rc:2)"' aftcr=29)
:,1!'j,:1,:: l f 

rl1etrr( wed at-aspri t Iti tt i 1""" 1,i,t.!d. (z6i I i'w€oarasprrt t ly J J : "pp"Tg( wedalasplit [ [ y] j, re; (0,S),, after =zgt
;lx,vJ 

= wedatasplil [[y]l #"*t.""ti"g'ii,i';;i;;"';;; ;;;;';;;ih to matrix
filename : sprintf (,'%s7ccmcimage. eps,,, output , sn)main : sprintf ("Days with matffi"" 

"I"a'-"i"-"i"tches 
of moder \n used incorrelation code c66ps1sd to referen""- fif""l 

------' \.. -oLr
breaks = c( - _5, 5,1.S,2.S-,S.S,a.S;
*r.*Lu; 

::i:..10'""u"It:10], 
breaksIz:11], sep:"_") #text showing values of

!1? postscript(filenarne) frecording to .eps743 image(z:, x:1r31, y-1:ncol , ":of:.1,; Li""t".,"blue,,,,,green,,,,,red,, ,,yellow,,),brcaks:breaks , ma-in=main, xlab:,'i.-vl"U=.,,,, sub=,,Blue:Match stationfunctions, Green=Match siat;on down, qn n"d:i,i.i"r""iy""'"'rrrio, broken.re fe re n ce 6ays st at i on f unc t i ons \r' vi,ir.*"=-rrad;i 
";;: 

" r;; ct ionsreference sav5- gleksn, glack=N;-aJl" ,,, .*""=pAtSBt
i:i ::11 I ll;a t I ny=nior, . o r :'i 6 1..Jll"r-, ij.i ". r ii .ii' "-' ^-'"/r4c "*'"!i,lti]ti,,1?i"]ii"(t'5,10,15,2o'25,30), atlc(r,b,10,rs,20,2s,30), rick:

125

726

728
Ito

130

131

133
'J.34

135
136
LJ (

138
139

140
r41

746
147
148

axis( sidc:2, labels=c(sr,arrrnonth ,stopmonth) , at=c(l ,ncol) , las:2)mtext(side=1, tine=1, text:"Dayn;;#; i;-;;"th") 
i----', ' 'so-z)

dev.offo
149 #
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1 #// VfL Identification Code (code for helping in identifying prospective
whistler/lightning pairs)

2
3 S//Yariables that needs to begiven by uaer prior to running code
4 wfile : sprintf("/home/ionas/work/correlation/data/Tihany. txt") #which file

should be scenned
5 station: sprintf("Tihany, Hungary") Sgive the name of the whistler stotion (

include country)
6 sn : sprintf("TH") figive short name of etation, i.e. the first lettere in

name and country
7 longref : 28.34 #[degreea]Selecting lightning longitude to compare with
8 latref = -33.45 #[degreeslSelecting lightuing latitude to compare with
9 reference = 500 #[lcn] selecting max diatance from refpointe allowed

10 timedifference : 10 #[s] select maximuru time difference between events for
!eporting eventual match

11 timeteststart : ISOdate (2OO4 ,12,0f ,00,00 ,00, tz:"G\4T') #selecting starttime
for teEt

L2 timeteststop : ISOdate(20O4,12,31,00,00,00, tz="GVtT') fselecting stoptime for
teat

13
14 fi//Whierletdata thot need to be scanned in
i5 wfile: scan(wfile)
16
L7 S//F.eading, in and creating a liet with whistler data
18 regist€r.wtime : function(a)
le{
20
27
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

29
30

31

32

33
34)

tlist : Iist o
tlist$year : es.integer(substr(a, 1, 4))
tlist$month : as.integer(substr(a, 5, 6))
tlistEday : as.integer(substr(a, 7, 8))
tlistlDhour = as.integer(substr(a, 9, 10))
tlistSminute = as.integer(substr(a, 11, 12))
tlistSsecond : as.double(substring(a, 13, 17))
#--Checking diurnal differences 

-tlist$dhour: tlistlBhour * tlist$minute/60 * tlistSsecond/3600 f
decimal hours, i.e. when during the day did whietler occur in
hours

if-Checking generel dates-
t list Edate - is. Date(ISOdate( t list $year, t list Smonth, t list $day) ) #

full date, exz (2OO2-01-0f)
tlistSidate : as.integer( tlistSdate) {itteger days since epoch (Jan I

1 e70)
tlist$fdatc : tlist$idate * tlistSdhour/24 #rloetitE dates, i.e. days

with decimal hours aince epoch
tli6t

35 wdata : as.data.frame( register.wtime( wfile)) #wdete8name to
36
37 #//Converting time into YYYY-l\rll\,sDDtrIIIi4Ir,tsSS.SS in wfile
38 wtsec = wdata$fdate+24*3600 #converting to floating seconde

call for variabel

39 wtime : ISOdatetime(1970,1,1,0,0,0.0,t2:"G\{l') + wtsec #setting dateg
40 wtimetest = as.integer(wtime) fused for testing timewindow selected above
4t
42 $//Calculating which lightningfile to read in
43 for ( i in 1 :1 2) fchecking latitudes
44{
45 for(j in l:24) fichecking longitudes
46{
47 latselect : -90+15*(i-1)+7.5 fmidpoint in each square
48 longselect : -180+15'( j -1)+7.5
49 longdiff : longselect-longref #distatrce from midpoint to selected refpoint
50 latdiff : latselect -latref
51 if( longdiff 1:7.5 & latdiff <:7.5) #checking if refpoints is within thie square
52t
53 k=i #index of file to read in
54 l=j
55]
56]
57]
58
59 #//Selecting which lfile to acen
60 ?il"ru-" = iprintf (,'/home/ionas/data/wwlln/wwlln-7oU2d,-%V2d,. txt bz2" ,k, I )
61 if(longref>=25 & longref(:35 & latref): -35 & latrefa: -25)
62{
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4
5

7
8
9

#// GN.r.fl Coae
2

#//Yariables that needs to be given by user prior to running code
TS:"0-24" fgive Time slize of code
INPUT-" /home / j onas / work / cor re l a t i on /out put / T Hcorrf i lc FS 0 5T'W30. xyz" #f i l e to

read in (.xyz)
OUTPU'J=" /home/ j o n as / work / gmt / out pur / T H cor r f i l e F S 0 5TW3O c ps,' #output

directory end output name
ITIAIN=" Correlat,ion , Tihany Hungary" #headline
REGIOI€"-Rg-180/18O/-9O/90" fregion on earth for map to cover
GRIDSiZF" 0.5/0.5" ffsize of squarea x/y (use nr from FS in R, i.e I degree FS

gives x/y=l/ t, 3 degress FS gives x/V:3/3)
COI,oRSCATF="-Cje1t' #-Ccolors to fill colorscale
OOLORRANGE"-T- 0. 0 3/ 0. 0 4 / O. 0 1 " fi-T mi nvalue/ maxvalue/ s t e ps ( see mu,/min-

correlation output in correlationcode,R)
IVIAPRANGF"0/25c" {central meridian of plot in degrees/width of plor c-m
RESOLUTIOIL"-Dc" fsppsn6 f:full, h:high, i=intermediate, l:low, c=crude (for

world map c is suggested)
ANNOTATTONSVE:" I4p" ffsize of annotationtext
LPATIts"/homc / jonas/work/gmt/data" #path to folder with l-value f i les
LVALUEF"$LPATH/tihany . txt $LPATH/L: -1.81. txt" g/ file with I-values (just

10
11

12
i3

14

16

18

gi ve filename )
LNAIf&"$LPATII/THLnames. txt" greading in text to print

see {fiflnames. txt ) {fft=IIIlDN. . .

INFO:' $LPATH/FSTWTS/THIFS0. 5 TW3OTS$TS t x t " fg i v e path
t o u6e

from . xyz to . grd
-C$GRD -I$CRIDSIZE $REGION -Fgrdfile , -I=grid spacing , -F:force

at given coordinates

and name of info file

pixel registration

30
31

46

48

r9
#/ /Settine initial parameters
OPTIONF" -JQ$l\fAPRAllcE" T4ICPTIONS=map p r o j e c t i o n
GRE'grdfile .grd" *€REname of grid-f ile (deleted with remove below)
CPI=" cptf ilc.cpt" l€lPflname of cpt-file (deleted with remove below)
GUT gm tse t ANNOT-FOIVI-SIZE = $ANNOTATIONSIZE

20
2't
22
23

26
27
2A

34
35
36

38
39
40

42

44

25
#//Qonverting data
6fI xyz2grd $INPUT
{-C-namc of output

29
$//Creating color palette file
G\fI nrakecpt $COLORSCAI-E $OOI-ORMNGE -Z >$CPT
S-7-continous color palette

33
#//Adding grid and data
Gr'fI grdimage SGRD $OPTIONS -C$CPT -B:."$lrIAIN": -Ts -K >$OUT?tlT
*rame of color file , -Etsheadline, -T-no intcrpolation between frames

{//Qreating basic map with tickmarks etc
G\fI psbasemap $OPTIONS $REGION -Ba30f30g30/a30f30g30SW -O -K >>SOUTPUT
#-Bxannotation-xframe-xgrid- tick spacing (degrees) /yafg, fick spacing

SouthWest
41 4f-

#//Addine outlines (coastlines, political borders etc)
G\'IT pscoast $OPTIONS $RIGION $RESOLUTION -N1/faint -Wfaint -{ -K >>$OUTPUT
lf-Nl=political boundaries/thicknes of line, -{tdraw coastlincs

$/ / Plotting, I-values on map
6,fI psxy $LVALI-IES $OPTIONS $REGION -H2 -S-.oi
$-H*remove first two lines in file (header),

symbol appended
49
50 S/ / Plotting, names of I-valucs in map
51 G\'fI pstext SLNAI\4ES $OPTIONS $REGION -Hi -O -K >>$OUIPUT
52
53 S// Plotting info text in map
54 GWf pstext $INFO $OPTIONS $R.EGION -H1 -O -K >>$OUIPIIT
55

#//Addine scelebar to map
G,fI psscale -D12.5c/ -1.5c/I\c/O.25c/h -C$CPT -D -B/: correlation: -O >>$OUIPUT
#-Eposition of scalebars x/y/length/width/horisontal , -&triangels at end of

scale, -Etsname of bars

#/ /Removirg unneccesary files
m $GRD $CPT #(shell command)

62

56
c/
58

60
61

-O -K >>$OUTPUT
-S:symbol to plot with size of

63 S//General explenations
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6{
65
66
67
68
69
70

$ GWI program=exccutes selected gmt program
#-I(=append more data to file
+append this data to pre-existing f i le
+b:store output on givcn file (shell command)
*>>:store output in given pre-existing file (shell command)
#$=call file/command with givcn name (shell command)
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